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CONVERSAZIONI. 
The Council have arranged for three conver- 

sazioni at the South Kensington Museum during 
the time of the International Exhibition ; the 
dates fixed are Wednesday, the 7th May, the 9th 
July, and the 8th October. 

Cards for the 7th of May have been issued to 
members of the Society, with the privilege of 
introducing a lady. Invitations have also been sent 
to Her Majesty's Commissioners, the Guarantors, 
the Foreign Commissioners, Jurors, the principal 
exhibitors, and others connected with the Inter- 
national Exhibition. 

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION of 1862. 
SEASON TICKETS. 

Members of the Society and others are in- 
formed that Season Tickets may be obtained at 
the Society's house, on application to Mr. S. T. 
Davenport, the financial officer. Price three 
guineas and five guineas, the latter also admitting 
to the Horticultural Gardens and fetes during 
the season. 

GUARANTEE. 
The Council beg to announce that the Guar- 

antee Deed is now lying at the Society's House 
for signature, and they will be much obliged if 
those gentlemen who have given in their names 
as Guarantors, as well as others interested in 
the Exhibition, will make it convenient to call 
there and attach their signatures to the Docu- 
ment. Signatures for sums amounting in the 
aggregate to £451,100, have been attached to 
the Deed. 

OPENING OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
EXHIBITION OF 1862. 

The State opening of the International Exhi- 
bition of 1862 took place yesterday, and was in 
every respect a great success. The Commis- 
sioners appointed by Her Majesty to conduct the 
ceremony were : - His Royal Highness the Duke 
of Cambridge, K.G., his Grace the Archbishop of 
Canterbury, the Lord High Chancellor, the Earl 
of Derby, K.G., the Lord Chamberlain, Viscount 
Palmerston, K.G., G.C.B,, and the Speaker of 
the House of Commons. 

The Queen's Commissioners for opening the 
Exhibition assembled at Buckingham Palace, and 
with his Royal Highness the Crown Prince of 
Prussia and hie Royal Highness the Prince Oscar 
of Sweden, escorted by the Life Guards, pro- 
ceeded through Hyde-park, and arrived about 

one o'clock at the entrance to the Picture Galle- 
ries in Cromwell-road, where a Guard of Honour 
of the Grenadier Guards was stationed. The 
line of road was kept by the Life and Horse 
Guards. 

Her Majesty's Ministers, the Foreign Com* 
missioners, and others who took part in the pro- 
cession, assembled in the South Central Court at 
half- past twelve, and on the arrival of the Queen's 
Commissioners, which was announced by a 
flourish of trumpets, the procession was formed 
in the following order : - 

Trumpeters of the Life Guards in State Uniforms. 
Contractors' Superintendents. 

Mr. Clemence. I Mr. Ashton. I Mr. Wallis. 
Mr. Mason. J Mr. Taylor. | №. Stevens. 

Decorator. Draughtsman. Surveyor. 
J. G. Crace, Esq. | A. Meeson, Esq. | H. F. Gritten, Esq^ 

Superintendents of Exhibition Arrangements. 
Beift, Captain. Sherson, Captain A. N. 
Boosé, С., Esq. Simmonds, P. L., Esq.r 
Clark, D. K., Esq. F.S.S. 
Creswick, T., Esq., R.A. Smith, W., Esq. 
Cundall, Joseph, Esq. Thompson, R. A., Esq. 
Fitch, J. G. Esq., M.A. Traer, J. R., Esq., F.R.C.S. 
Gibbs, T. Brandreth, Esq. Wallis, G., Esq. 
Hunt, R., Esq., F.R.S. Waring, J. В., Esq., 
Leighton, J. Esq., F.S.A. F.R.I.B.A. 
Moffatt, Major. Watson, Dr. Forbes. 
Oldfield, Edmund, Esq., M.A. Weld, C. R. Esq. 
Quin, С. W., Esq., F.C.S. Whiting, Sydney, Esq. 
Redgrave, R., Esq., R.A. Wright, T. A., Esq. 
Her Majesty's Commissioners' Superintendents of 

Building Works. 
Captain Philpotts, R.E. | Lieutenant Brooke, R.E. 

Contractors and Architect. 
John Kelk, Esq. I Thomas Lucas, Esq. 
Charles Lucas, Esq. | Captain Fowke, R.E. 
Council of Horticultural Society, and Secretary^ 

Blandy, J. J., Esq. Godson, S. H., Esq. 
Buccleugh, His Grace the Lee, J., Esq. 

Duke of. Pownall, H., Esq. 
Cooper, Robert, Esq. Saunders, W. W., Esq. 
Clutton, J. Esq , Somers, Right. Hon. Earl. 
Ducie, the Right Hon. Earl Veitch, J., jun., Esq. 

of Winchester, the Right Rev- 
Fleming, John, Esq. Lord Bishop of 

Lindley, Dr., F.R.S., Secretary. 
Council of the Society of Arts, and Officers. 

Alger, John, Esq. Phillips, Sir Thomas. 
Bodkin, W. H., Esq. Wilson, G. F., Esq., F.R.S. 
Cole, Henry, Esq., C.B. Winkworth, Thomas, Esq. 
Graham, Peter, Esq. Page Wood, Vice- Chancel- 
Hope, H. TM Esq. lor Sir Wm. 
Mackrell, W. T., Esq. 

Foster, P. Le Neve, Esq., M.A., Secretary. 
Critchett, Charles, Esq., B.A., Assistant- Secretary. 

Davenport, S. T., Esq., Financial Officer. 
Deputation of Ten Guarantors of the Exhibition. 
Balderson, Henry, Esq. Hollins, Michael D., Esq. 
Bates, Joshua, Esq. Lewis, Harvey, Esq.,M.P. 
Chambers, Dr. T. K. Pakington, Right Hon. Sir 
Coleman, Edward, Esq. . J. S.. Bart. 
Fowler, Charles, Esq. Rose, W. A., Esq., Alder- 
Gurney, Samuel, Esq., M.P. I man. 
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Assistant Secretary to Her Majesty's Сошш- 
SIONEBS FOR 1862. 
Louis Lindon, Esq. 

Secretary of Finance Committee. 
Lord Frederick Cavendish. 

Financial Officer. 
J. J. Mayo, Esq. 

Members of the Building Committee, and Secretary. 
Earl of Shelburne. ! William 'Fairbaim, Esq., 
William Baker, Esq. | LL.D., 1T.R.S. 

Hon. Edwin B. Portman, Secretary. 
Special Commissioner for Juries, and Secretary. 

Dr. Lyon Playfair. I J. F. Iselin, Esq., M.A., Sec. 
Chairmen of Juries. 

Class. Class. 
I. Sir Roderick Murchison, XX. Arles-Dufour. 
, G.C.St.S. XXI. Ch. Offermann. 
П. Möns. Baiard. XXII. Sylvain Van de 
III. Möns. Boussmgault. Weyer. 
IV. Chev. de Schwarz. XXIII. Professor Bolley. V. Duke of Sutherland. XXIV. Möns. Fortamps. 
Vi. General Morín. XXV. Gabi. Kamensky. 
Vili W. Fairbaim, F.R.S.* XXVI. Earl of Bessborough. VIII. Michael Chevalier. XXVII. Joseph Gunkel. 
IX. Marquis de Perales. XXVIII. Earl Stanhope, X. Marquis of Salisbury, К. G* F.R.S. 
XI. General Sir J.Burgoyne, XXIX. Marquis Gustavo 

Bait., G.C.B. Benso di Cavour. 
XII. Robert Napier. XXX. Dr. Beeg. XIII. Professor Dove. XXXI. Dr. Von. Steinbeis. 
XIV. Baron Gros. XXXII. Lord Wharncliffe. 
XV. Viscount de Villa XXXIII. Lord Stratford de 
Maior. • Redclifle, G.C.B. 

XVI. Right Hou. Sii George XXXIV. M. Pelouze. 
Clerk, F.R.S. XXXV. Bight Hon. W. E . 

ХУН. Jas. Syme, F.R.S.E. Gladstone , M.P . 
XVIII. Thos. Bazley , M.P. XXXVI. Sir Thomas Phil - 
XIX. G. Me viesen. lips, F. G.S. 
And the Right Hon. Lord Taunton, President of ihe 

Council of Chairmen of Juries. 
Acting Commissioners for Colonies, Dependencies, &c. 
Australia, West, A. An- Mauritius, J. Morris, Esq. 
drews, Esq. Natal, W. C. Sargeaunt, Esq. 

Australia, South, F. S. New Brunswick, T. Daniel, 
Dutton, Esq. Esq. 

Bahamas, S. Harris, Esq. Newfoundland, F. N. Gis- 
Barbadoes, S. Cave, Esq.. borne, Esq. M.P. New South Wales, E. Ha- 
Bermuda, W. C. Fahia milton, Esq., Sir D.Cooper. 

Tucker, Esq. New Zealand, J. Morrison, British Columbia, Captain Esq. 
Mayne. Nova Scotia, A. Uniacke, .British Guiana, Sir W. Esq. Holmes. Prince Edward's Island, H. 

Canada, Sir W. F. Logan. Haszard, Esq. 
Ceylon, E. Rawdon Power, Queensland, M. H. Marsh, 
Esq. Esq., M.P. 

Grenada, T. Hankey, Esq., St. Vincent, Dr. Stacpoole. M.P. Tasmania, Sir. H. E. Fox 
Hong Kong, P. Campbell, Young, C.B. 

Esq. Trinidad, W. Rennie, Esq. 
Jamaica, His Excellency C. Vancouver's Island, Hon. A. 

E. Darling, Esq. Langley. 
Liberia, Gerald Ralston, Esq. Victoria, Sir Redmond Barry. 
Malta, Hon. F. W. Inglott. Ionian Islands, H. Drum- 
Hay ti, J. C. Stiffel, Esq. mona Wolff, Esq. 
♦ Those persons whose names are in Italics were in other 

parts of the procession. 

Foreign Acting Commissioners. 
P. С. Owen, Esq. Superintendent of Foreign Department. 
Argentine Republic, J. Fair. Nicaragua, E. Figueroa, Esq. 
Austria, Count Szechenyi, Norway, Emel Tidemand. 
Baron de Rothschild, Che - Portugal, The Visconde de 
valier de Schwarz , Count Villa Major. Waldstein. Prussia, Augustus Altgelt, 

Baden, Dr. Dietz. Charles Heidman. 
Bavaria, Dr. Charles Beeg. Rome, Henry Doyle, Esq. 
Belgium, Charles de Grelle, Russia, George Peterson, 

Octave Delepierre . Esq. , Gabriel de Kamt nshy , 
Brazils, W. H. Clark, Esq. Esq. Costa Rica, G. W. Ewen, Saxony, M. L. Weissner. 

Esq. Spain, G. Esteban Balleras, 
Denmark, A. Westenholz. Esq. 
Ecuador, Don Francisco Sweden, С. F. Wœrn. 

Gaston. Switzerland, Gustave Vogt., 
Egypt, Mr. Mariette, L. Esq., Franz. Buchser. 

Loria. Turkey, Colonel Messow 
France, Möns. Le Play. Bey, Paul Gadman, Esq. 
Greece, A. С. Ionides, Esq. Two Mecklenburgs, Dr. 
Guatemala, J. Samuel, Esq. Dippe, Baron Maltzahn 
Hanover, Dr. Charles Kar- of Volrathsruhe. 
marsch. United States, J. E. Holmes, 

HanseTowns, Möns. Göschen Esq. 
Möns. A. L. F. Meier. Uruguay, Graham Gilmour, 

Hesse Darmstadt, Möns. F. Esq. 
Fink. Venezuela, F. Hemming, 

Italy, E. Graban, Esq., Ca- Esq. 
valiere G. Devincenzi. Wurtemburg, Dr. Von 

Netherlands, Baron Von Steinbeis. 
Brienen, S. A. Van Eyk. 

The Lord Provost of Glasgow. The Lord Mayor of Dublin. 
The Lord Mayor of York. 

The Lord Provost of Edinburgh. 
Macebearer and Swordbearer of the City of London, 

preceding 
The Right Hon. William Cubitt, Lord Mayor of London. 
G. J. Cockerell, Esq., | W. H. Twentyman, Esq., 

Sheriffs of London and Middlesex. 
Presidents of Foreign Commissions. 

Belgium, Möns. if. Fortamps. Turkey, Nazim Bey. 
Hanse Towns, Mr. Rucker. United States, Colonel John- 
Netherlands, Möns. J. W. stone. 

L. Van Oordt. Uruguay, E. B. Neill, Esq. 
Russia, Alexis Levshin. Zollverein, Möns. R. Hoene. 
Switzerland, J. Rapp, Esq. 
Her Majesty's Commissioners for 1851, and Sec- 

retary. 
His Grace the Duke of Вис - Sir C. L. Eastlake, P.R.A., 
cleuch , K.G. , F.R.S. F.R.S. 

Right Hon.the Earl of Rosse, Sir C. Lyell, F.R.S. 
K.P., Pr. of R.S. Thomas Bazley, Esq., M.P. 

Right Hon. Lord Portman. T. F. Gibson, Esq. 
Right Hon. Lord Overstone. John Gott, Esq., 
Right Hon. Lord Taunton. J. Hawkshaw, Esq. 
RightHon.W.Cowper,M.P. A. Ramsay, Esq. 
Right Hon. B. Disraeli, M.P. H. Thring, Esq. 
Right Hon. R. Lowe, M.P. E. A. Bowring, Esq. C.B., 
Sir A. Spearman, Bart. Secretary. 
Her Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhibition 

. of 1862, and Secretary. 
The Right Hon. Earl Granville, K.G. 

His Grace the Duke of Buck- Thomas Baring, Esq., M.P. 
ingham and Chandos. Thomas Fairbaim, Esq. 

Sir C. Wentworth Dilke, F. R. Sandford, Esq., Secre- 
Bart. tary. 

The Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of London, 
Accompanied by the Rev. John Sinclair, M.A., the Arch- 

deacon of Middlesex, and 
The Rev. W. J. Irons, DJ)-, the Incumbent of the Parish. 
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Heb Majesty's Ministers. 
Not being either Commissioners for the Exhibition of 

1862, or Special Commissioner for the Opening. 
The Right Hon. C. P. Villiers, President of the Poor 

Law Board. 
The Right Hon. E. Cardwell, Chancellor of the Duchy 

of Lancaster. 
The Right Hon. Lord Stanley of Alderley, Postmaster- 

General. 
The Right Hon. Thomas Milner Gibson, President of the 

Board of Trade. 
The Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, Chancellor of the 

Exchequer. His Grace the Duke of Somerset, First Lord of the 
Admiralty. The Right Hon. Sir C. Wood, Bart., G.C.B., Secretary 

of State for India. 
The Right Hon. Sir G. Cornewall Lewis, Bart., Secretary 

of State for War. 
His Grace the Duke of Newcastle, K.G., Secretary of 

State for the Colonies. 
The Right Hon. Earl Russell, Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs. 
The Right Hon. Sir G. Grey., Bart., G.C.B., Secretary 

of State for the Home Department. 
Her Ma jesty's Special Commissioners fob the Opening. 

His Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge, K.G. 
His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury. 

The Right Hon. Lord Westbury, Lord High Chancellor. 
The Right Hon. the Earl of Derby, E.G. 

The Right Hon* Viscount Sidney, Lord Chamberlain. 
The Right Hon. Viscount Palmerston, E.G., G.C.B. 

The Right Hon. the Speaker of the House of Commons. 
Royal Personages Attending the Opening. 
His Royal Highness Prince Oscar of Sweden. 

His Royal Highness the Crown Prince of Prussia. 
Gentlemen in Attendance on Royal Personages. 

Pipers of the Scots Fusileer Guards. 
The procession started from the south centre 

of the nave, and proceeded by the south side of 
the nave to the western dome, where there was 
a Throne and chairs of State. One verse of the 
National Anthem was sung. 

When his Royal Highness and the other Com- 
missioners had taken their seats, Earl Granville 
said : - 
" In the name of the Commissioners of the International 

Exhibition of 1862, 1 have the honour to present to your 
Royal Highness, your Lordships, and Mi*. Speaker, our 
humble address to her Majesty. In it we respectfully 
offer our condolences on the irreparable loss which her 
Majesty and the nation have sustained, and we express our gratitude to her Majesty for having appointed your 
Royal Highness and your colleagues as her Majesty's 
representatives, and we thank the Crown Prince of Prussia 
and Prince Oscar of Sweden for their presence on this 
occasion. In it we describe the rise and progress of the 
Exhibition, and the manner in which we propose to reward 
ment. We express our thanks to the Foreign and British 
Commissioners who have aided us in the work, and we 
express a humble hope that this undertaking may not be 
unworthy to take its place among the periodically recurring exhibitions of the world." 

Lord Granville then handed to the Duke of 
Cambridge the following address, of which his 
speech was a brief summary : - 

" May it please your Royal Highness and my lords 
Commissioners : - 11 We, the Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1862, 
humbly beg leave to approach, her Majesty throegh yeu, 

her illustrious representatives on this occasion, with the 
assurance of our devotion to her Majesty's throne and 
Royal person. " And fi ret of all it is our melancholy duty to convey to her Majesty the expression of our deep sympathy with her 
in the grievous affliction with which it has pleased the Al- 
mighty to visit her Majesty and the whole people of this 
realm in the death of her Royal Consort. We cannot 
forget that this is the anniversary of the opening of the 
first Great International Exhibition 11 years ago by her 
Majesty, when his Royal Highness, as President of the 
Commissioners of that Exhibition, addressed her Majesty in words that will not be forgotten. After stating the pro- 
ceedings of the Commission in the discharge of their 
duties he concluded with a prayer that an undertaking * which had for its end the promotion of all branches of 
human industry and the strengthening of the bonds ot 
peace and friendship among all nations of the earth mighty 
by the blessing of Divine Providence, conduce to the wel- 
fare of her Majesty's people, and be long remembered 
among the brightest circumstances of lier Majesty's peace- 
ful and happy reign.' " When we commenced our duties, and until a recent 
period, we ventured to look forward to the time when it 
might be our great privilege to address her Majesty in 
person this day, and to show her Majesty within these 
walls the evidence which this Exhibition affords of the 
soundness of the opinion originally entertained by his Royal 
Highness - evidence furnished alike by the increased ex- 
tent of the Exhibition, by the eagerness with which all 
classes of the community have sought to take part in it, 
and by the large expenditure incurred by individual exhi- 
bitors for the better display of their produce and machinery- 
We can now only repeat the assurance of our sympathy 
with her Majesty in that bereavement which deprives this- 
inaugural ceremony of her Royal presence ; and, while 
beaming mournful testimony to the loss of that invaluable 
assistance which his Royal Highness was so ready at all 
times to extend to us, we have to offer to the Queen our 
dutiful thanks for the interest evinced by her Majesty in 
this undertaking by commanding your Royal Highness 
and your Lordships to represent her Majesty on this occa- 
sion. " Our respectful thanks are also due to their Royal High- 
nesses the Crown Prince of Prussia and Prince Oscar of 
Sweden, the presidents of the commissions for those coun- 
tries, for the honour which their Royal Highnesses have 
done us in coming to England for the purpose of attending 
this ceremony. In the attendance of his Royal Highness- 
the Crown Prince of Prussia we recognise a cordial defer- 
ence to the wishes of our sovereign and a tribute of affec- 
tion to the memory of his illustrious and beloved father- 
in-law. " It now becomes our duty to submit to her Majesty a 
short statement of the circumstances connected with the 
realisation of the scheme for holding a second great Inter- 
national Exhibition in thfs country, the necessary powers^ 
for conducting which were conferred upon us by the 
Charter of Incorporation graciously granted to us by her 
Majesty in the month of February, 1861. " In the years 1868 and 1859 the Society of Arts, a body 
through whose exertions the Exhibition of 1851 in great 
measure originated, had taken preliminary measures for 
the purpose of ascertaining whether a sufficiently strong 
feeling existed in favour of a decennial repetition of that 
great experiment to justify an active prosecution of the 
scheme. Although the result was stated by the Society 
of Arts to be satisfactory, the outbreak of hostilities at 
that moment on the continent necessarily put a stop to 
further proceedings. " The restoration of peace in the summer of 1859, how- 
ever, enabled the consideration of the question to be re- 
sumed, though at a period so late as to render it necessary 
that the Exhibition should be deferred till the present 
year ; and the Society of Arts obtained a decisive proof of 
the existence of a general desire for a second great Exhi- 
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bition in the most satisfactory form, namely, the signa- tures of upwards of 1,100 individuals for various sums of 
from £100 to £10,000, and amounting in the whole to no 
less than £450,000, to a guarantee deed for raising the 
funds needed for the conduct of the Exhibition. 44 The Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851, mind- 
ful of the source from which their property and their con- 
tinued existence as a corporate body arose, and of one of 
tlieir earliest decisions, that any profits that might be de- 
rived from that Exhibition should be applied 4 to purposes 
strictly in connection with the ends of the Exhibition, or 
for the establishment of similar Exhibitions for the future, 
without hesitation placed at our disposal, free of all charge, 
a space of nearly 17 acres on their Kensington Gore es- 
tate, which was at first considered sufficient for the pur- 
poses of the Exhibition, but to which at a subsequent 
period a fiuther area of upwards of eight acres (being all 
the land which could be made available for those pur- 
poses) was added on our application, when the original 
space proved to Ьэ insufficient. For this grant of a site 
we have to express our thanks. 

" To the Governments of Foreign States and of Her 
Majesty's Colonies our acknowledgments are justly due for 
the manner in which, with even greater unanimity than 
in 1851, they have responded to the appeal made to them 
to assist in this undertaking. In this cordial co-operation 
"we find another proof that the time had arrived when a 
repetition of the Exhibition of 1851 had become desirable 
in the common interests of all nations. ~ " A similar tribute is due from us to those of her Ma- 
jesty's subjects who appear as exhibitors, or who have 
placed at our disposal many valuable works to illustrate the 
various branches of British art, and in this respect our 
grateful thanks are especially due to her Majesty. 

"About 22,000 exhibitors* are here represented, of 
whom about 8,000 are subjects of her Majesty, and 14,000 
of foreign States. The arrangement and design of the 
building is such that the exhibited articles have been 
generally arranged in three great divisions : - 

"let. Fine arts, in the galleries especially provided for 
that department. "2d. Raw materials, manufactures, and agricultural 
machinery, in the main building and the eastern annexe. " 3d. Machinery requiring steam or water power for its 
effectual display, in the western annexe. " Within these divisions the classification adopted is in 
most respects similar to that employed in 1851, the British 
and colonial articles being kept separate from those sent 
by foreign countries, and each country having its own 
portion of the several departments allotted to it. The 
catalogues now presented by us for the purpose of submis- 
sion to her Most Gracious Majesty will be found to contain 
all the necessary particulars respecting the articles ex- 
hibited. 

"In the selection and arrangement of many of the 
more important branches of the Exhibition we have been 
materially assisted by the cordfal co-operation and advice 
of persons of all ranks in various local, class, trade, and 
-other committees, whose services we gratefully acknow- 
ledge. " Following the principle adopted in the case of the Ex- 
hibition of 1851, we have decided that prizes, in the form 
of medals, shall be given in all classes of the Exhibition, 
-except those in the fine arts' section ; such medals, how- 
ever, being of one kind only- namely, rewards for merit, 
without any distinction of degree. Those medals will be 
awarded by juries appointed for the several classes, and 
composed of both British and foreign members. " We are happy to be able to acquaint her Majesty that foreign nations have selected persons of high dis- 
tinction in science and industry to act as jurors ; and we 
have to bear testimony to the cóVdial readiness with which 
eminenent manufacturers of this country and other persons 

distinguished in the State, as well as in the various 
branches of science and art, have consented to serve as 
jurors, and accept the responsibilities and labour entailed 
upon them by so doing. We feel assured that the emi- 
nence of the jurors, both foreign and British, thus selected 
will satisfy exhibitors that the objects displayed by them 
will be examined by competent as well as by impartial 
judges. It is certain that the meeting of so many leading men on such a duty, from all parts of the world, must 
exercise a favourable influence on agriculture, manufac- 
tures, and commerce, by disseminating valuable and prac- tical information respecting the condition of science and 
industry in their several countries, as well as by making known to all that which they need and that which they can supply. " The articles now exhibited will show that the period which has elapsed since 1851, although twice interrupted 
by European wars, has been marked by a progress pre- 
viously unexampled in science, art, and manufacture. " It is our earnest prayer that the International Exhi- 
bition of 1862, now about to be inaugurated, and which it 
is our privilege to conduct, may form no unworthy link in 
that chain of International Exhibitions with which must 
ever be connected the honoured name of Her Majesty 'd 
illustrious Consort." 

The Duke of Cambridge read the following 
reply 

"We cannot perform the duty which the Queen has 
done us the honour to commit to us as her Majesty's re- 
presentatives on this occasion without expressing our heart- 
felt regret that this inaugural ceremony is deprived of her 
Majesty's presence by the sad bereavement which has over- 
whelmed the nation with universal sorrow. We share 
most sincerely your feelings of deep sympathy with her 
Majesty in the grievous affliction with which the Almighty has seen fit to visit her Majesty and the whole people of 
this realm. It is impossible to contemplate the spectacle this day presented to our view without being painfully re- 
minded how great a loss we have all sustained in the il- 
lustrious Prince with whose name the first Great Inter- 
national Exhibition was so intimately connected, and 
whose enlarged views and enlightened judgment were 
conspicuous in his appreciation of the benefits which such 
undertakings are calculated to confer upon the country. We are commanded by the Queen to assure you of the 
warm interest which her Majesty cannot fail to take in 
this Exhibition, and of her Majesty's earnest wishes that 
its success may amply fulfil the intentions and expecta- tions with which it was projected, and may richly reward 
the zeal and energy, aided by the cordial со operation of 
distinguished men of various countries, by which it has 
been carried into execution. We heartily join in the 
prayer that the International Exhibition of 1862, beyond 
largely conducing to present enjoyment and instruction, 
will be hereafter recorded as an important link in the 
chain of Internàtional Exhibitions, by which the nations 
of the world may be drawn together in the noblest 
rivalry, and from which they may mutually derive the 
greatest advantages." 

The procession then passed along the north 
side of the nave to the Eastern dome, where the 
special musical performances took place. The 
music, specially composed for this occasion, con- 
sisted of a grand overture by Meyerbeer ; a chorale 
by Dr. Sterndale Bennett (to words by the the 
Poet Laureate), and a Grand March by Auber. 
The orchestra, consisting of 2,000 voices and 400 
instrumentalists, was presided over by Mr. Costa, 
except during the performance of Dr. Sterndale 
Bennetťs music, which was conducted by M. 
Sainton. 

* These numbers are only approximate, the returns not yet 
being all made. 
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At the conclusion of the special music a Prayer 
was offered up by the Bishop of London. The 
Hallelujah Chorus and the National Anthem 
were sung. His Royal Highness the Duke of 
Cambridge said, " By command of the Queen I 
declare the Exhibition open." 

This declaration having been made, it was 
announced to the public by a flourish of trum- 
pets, and the firing of a salute on the site of the 
Exhibition of 1851. The procession then pro- 
ceeded to the Picture Galleries, and the barriers 
were removed. 

The military bands were those of the Grena- 
dier, the Coldstream, and the Scots Fusilier 
Guards, conducted by Mr. Godfrey, and were 
stationed in the centre of the western dome. 

About 25,000 persone were present. 

On the 2nd and 3rd of May the price of ad- 
mission will be £1 for each person ; and the Com- 
mis sioners reserve to themselves the power of 
appointing three other days, when the same 
charge will be made. 

From the 5th to the 17th of May, 5s. 
From the 19tli to the 31st of May, 2s. 6d., 

except on one day in each week when the charge 
will be 5s. 

After the 31st of May the price of admission 
except on one day in each week will be Is. 

NINETEENTH ORDINARY MEETING. 

Wednesday, April 30th, 1862. 
The Nineteenth Ordinary Meeting of the 

One Hundred and Eighth Session was held on 
"Wednesday, the 3€th inst., W. Digby Wyatt, 
Esq., F.S.A., in the chair. 

The following candidates were proposed for 
election as members of the Society i - 
Chandler, Alfred H.  11, Leadennall-street, E.C. 
Clarke, Somers   57, Regency-square, Brighton. 
Collie, Alexander  Manchester. 
Hopkins, Evan   { lSgrendon-gardeni.Maida- 
Jowett, John   48, Conduit-street, W. 
Lambert, Frs. Devereux.. Oakfield, West Croydon, S. 
Smith, Chas. Edward  Fir Vale, Sheffield. 
Southgate, Tufnel  • { ̂  E 

^ 

Wood, Richard Mason ... 89, "West Smithfield, E.C. 
The following candidates were balloted for and 

duly elected members of the Society : - 
Amory, John Heathcoat.. Bolham, Tiverton 
Amies, Nathaniel John... Manchester. 
Dutton, Thomas Robert . { 

НаттвГ" 

™îetehOT ÍllU!a ̂ nry. } 22' Aus'in Friars' E C- 
Newcombe, S. Prout  Rose-hill, Dorking. 
Noble, William .  8, Onslow-pl. ,Brompton,S. W . 
Priestley, Frederick  15,Berners-st.,Oxford-et., W. 
Storey, Thomas  Lancaster. 
ш r. -, , - , ( British Grove Worki, Chis- ш Walton, r. -, Fredenok , - ,   J 

( British 
wickj 

Grove 
w. 

The Paper read was - 

ON THE SILK DEPARTMENT OF THE ITALIAN 
EXHIBITION, HELD AT FLORENCE IN 186L. 

By Thomas Winkworth. 
The department assigned to me, in November last, as 

one of the deputation to report on the Italian Exhibition 
of 1861, held at Florence, was that of silk - raw, thrown, 
and manufactured. My friend and co-adjutor, Mr. Digby 
Wyatt, in his paper read before the Society on the 22nd of 
January last, has traced with a masterly hand the past^ and present of the fine arts in Italy, and has also, as far 
as such a speculation is possible or safe, given us glimpses- of the future. My province is more circumscribed ancL 
prosaic, but scarcely less important in an economical point of view. I can say a little about the past, more about the- 
present, and, from the data they furnish, venture to- 
shadow forth a future for the silk trade of Italy. 

Mr. Wyatt very naturally and correctly gives great 
importance to the cultivation of the fine arts as an ele- 
vating element of civilisation, but he does not forget, nor 
do I, that the progress will be bat slow, if the means of 
encouragement which the profitable results of commerce 
ought to supply are wanting. Hence the importance of 
my spécialité , silk, in the new kingdom of Italy, where 
it is, by natural advantages, the largest, and should be 
the most remunerative of all industries. With us it is 
an acquired trade, taking its real, but not historic, rise 
from one of those remarkably exceptional events by which . 
good is occasionally evolved out of evil- the revocation 
of the edict of Nantes. 
In Italy, on the contrary, silk is grown, thrown, and 

woven, without the necessity of having recourse to any external assistance, except such mechanical appliances a* 
the ingenuity of the foreigner may supply. Such was 
the Jacquard, which produced a perfect revolution in the 
fancy branch of manufacture, by its economic adaptation, and respecting which, I regret to be obliged to say, that 
to the unwillingness or inability, from fiscal or other dif- 
ficulties, of manufacturers to avail themselves at once, may 
be attributed their position in the rear of progress in this 
department, as compared with their competitors in France - 
and England. No longer, however, arrested in their 
march of improvement by these and other impediments,., 
and assisted perhaps by the introduction of foreign capital, . 
Italian silk manufacturers may not only retain their pres- sent position, but recover the relative rank amongetr 
foreign producers which they occupied from the twelfth 
to the sixteenth centuries. 

Italy possesses advantages of climate and soil, for the 
production of the raw material far beyond those of other 
Continental states. For some centuries it was the sole 
country from which the manufacturers of France, England, 
Switzerland, and Germany could be supplied, and to the 
present day Italian silk is in considerable demand for the 
manufacture of the best class goods. 

It was therefore to be expected that the samples of гадг 
and thrown silk, of native growth, would be of great abun- 
dance, as was indeed the case. Even at the Exhibitions 
of 1851 and 18 55 the contributions of Italy in this ma- 
terial exceeded those of France, Turkey, and other 
European producing countries, and challenged the atten- 
tion of the casual visitor far beyond the raw materials re- 
quired for other textile fabrics, not excepting cotton- the 
most important of all. Silk, in almost all conditions, is á 
material agreeable to the eye, and in its raw state is eve» 
fragrant. It is one of the first natural productions which 
engages our attention when we emerge from mere child- 
hood ; the egg, the worm, the cocoon, and the moth, 
affording interminable sources of wonder and delight. It 
is perhaps to be regretted that all efforts to render this de- 
partment of industry really remunerative in this country have invariably failed ; and although the by-gone records 
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to the candidates who produced the best qualities of the raw 
material, no appreciable progress has ever been made. If 
even in the silk-growing provinces of Italy, where the 
climate is less subject to rapid changes of temperature than others, the mulberry trees yet suffer occasionally from 
draught, wet, or cold, and the worms become diseased, and 
too often perish, we cannot be surprised that, in a country like ours, where the vicissitudes of the weather are pro- 
verbially sudden and intense in degree, their cultivation as 
¿a source of food to the silk-worm should be too uncertain 
•to render it a safe and profitable speculation. This venerable Society had not then learned the lesson 
that all efforts, by medals or otherwise, to call into 
existence or to stimulate a trade which depends upon un- 
certain natural resources for support, is opposed to that 
canon of political economy, often sneered at by the 
.ignorant, but nevertheless sound, that " we should buy at the cheapest market and sell at the dearest." It is indeed 
some justification of this policy of the Society of those 
days, that a long and expensive war had placed the 
country commercially in an artificial condition, and that 
it was therefore generally deemed patriotic so to assist the 
production of raw materials for textile fabrics, however 
exotic and expensive, as to render us independent of eupply from countries more favoured by climate and price of labour than our own. Sounder doctrines now prevail, and under no circumstances are we ever likely to return 
to that abnormal condition of society which prefers the 
unnecessary endurance of privations to the cheap enjoy- ment of luxuries and even of necessaries, which the free 
and mutual exchange of commodities peculiar to each 
country, now so firmly established, places within our 
reach. 
I have been rather led into this train of thought by the 

opportunities my visit afforded me of comparing the 
present condition and prospects of what is now called the 
kingdom of Italy with what it was when split up into 
petty states, as also as compared with those which still 
groan under Papal or Austrian rule. To trace the com- 
mencement and progress of the commerce of Italy when 
Republics, like that of Venice, were the prevailing form 
of government, is not only beside the province of a 
paper on a part only of the recent Exhibition at Florence, but they were so fully and eloquently set forth by Dr. 
Leoni Levi in his paper on " Italian Commerce and Manu- 
factures," read here Dec. 20th, 1860, and subsequently 
by Mr. Wyatt, in the paper already referred to, that it 
would be unnecessary in me to attempt to improve upon their résumés of that portion of Italian history. But I 
may be permitted to glance at the effects in Italy of its 
emancipation from the paltry jealousies, fiscal exactions, 
and passport impediments which, until recently, operated as an incubus on the industry and talent of the people. These effects were seen to a largo extent in the impro- vised Italian Exhibition, particularly in that department «which it was my special duty to examine and report upon. At the Exhibition of 185 L and 1855 this important 
industry of silk was most imperfectly represented. Much 
appeared in 1855 as of Austrian growth, which was really of Italian, particularly of the Lombard ian provinces, and 
much that ought to have found a place amongst the pro- ducts of Italy was altogether withheld by the caprice, 
bigotry, and ignorance of arbitrary rulers, as in Naples and 
Austrian Lombardy, in 1851. 

If, however, in the National Italian Exhibition of 1861, the products of Lombardy were not disguised by being described as of Austria, and those of Naples obtained a 
fitting field for display and competition, those of Venetia 
und the Papal States were almost altogether absent, there 
being only seven exhibitors from the former, and only two from the latter, all of raw silk, and favourably noticed by the jurors. I may here remark, for the better understanding of 
technical words and expressions in the course of this paper, that the silk-worm being dependent on the greater or less 
Abundance and condition of the mulberry tree, it is 

common in Italy to treat of it. indifferently as a vegetable or an insect. Thus, those who attend to the wants of the 
worm are not generally called breeders, but "growers." The annual yield is called the "crop," &c. The Italians also 
use the word " educating," as meaning the improvement of breeds or races, though it is not properly applicable either to vegetable or animal life. Still less so is the 
word " classical," which is often used by them to signify 
special and valuable qualities in the raw material. 

In my examination of the splendid display of raw and 
thrown silks which met the eye immediately you entered 
the Florentine Exhibition, I was fortunate enough to be 
assisted by an active and intelligent Juror in that class, 
Signor Leopoldo Maffei, of Florence, to whom' I was in- 
troduced by the banking firm of Fenzi, Hall, and Co., of that city. By this gentleman I was accompanied over 
the whole department, and all my inquiries answered in 
detail. These embraced a vast field, the result of which, as also of my own independent examinations, many times 
repeated during my stay at ITlorence, I will now endea- 
vour to epitomise. In so doing; I shall only introduce 
such statistics as may be necessary to illustrate or prove 
particular statements, partly because the anomalous con- 
dition of the new kingdom does not yet afford reliable 
data, and partly because the impending International 
Exhibition may supply a more convenient opportunity for 
collecting them. 

In the mean time, as I succeeded in obtaining from 
various sources in that country some approximate details 
of quantities and values, which, though scanty, may be 
useful, I venture to introduce them here. From these 
materials I gather that the annual production of the silk- 
worm in Italy exceeds 300,000,000 francs, or £12,000,000. 
The evidence» of this may be found in the following 
summary, in which I calculate francs at an exchange of 
25 fr. to £1 sterling, and kilogrammes at 21bs. of our 
weight, which is sufficiently near for our purpose. It 
appears, then, according to my authorities, that the actual 
quantity of cocoons produced per annum is about 49,212 
tons, from which the following table may be taken as the 
probable division of the net produce : - 
4,232 tons raw silk, which, at the price of 26s. per lb. English, would produce £11,180,000 

Besides, 
197 tons of double cocoons, which, at 8s. 

the lb., would be     160,000 984 tons of refuse of cocoons after reeling, for which, at 4s. per lb., could be 
obtained     320,000 

The throwing into organzine and tram 
of, say- 

1,970 tons of native silk, and 984 tons im- 
ported from China and India, should 
produce, at the rate of 2s. 4Jd. per lb. 720,000 And lastly, 344 tons of silk consumed by the looms 
of Italy (the remainder being exported to foreign markets in the raw or 
thrown state) would produce, at the 
rate of £1 per lb  350,000 

£12,730,000 
From this, however, we should deduct the silk imported from India and China, but principally from the former, and always in cocoons, viz., 984 tons at 2s. 4Jd. per lb., or about £24,000, leaving a net probable produce of 

£12,490,000.* 

* As incidental to this point, viz., the purchase of foreign cocoons for the further supply of the reeling works of Italy during the comparative scarcity of native grown cocoons, large quantities have been imported via Marseilles, from Syria, Broussa, and Adrianople, as abo from many of the Islands of the Greek Archipelago. Foreign cocoons are invariably reeled 
separately, quality differing so materially. Those of the best 
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Now, large as is this amount in quantity and important 
in value, my correspondent (M. Maffei) is of opinion that 
the expectations of the reporters on this class, that both 
will, in a comparatively short time, be doubled, fall far 
short of what will really be produced. This is what he 
says on the subject : - " When this rich and noble industry, so eminently 
Italian, shall have attained - from the Tyrol to Sicily - 
to its complete development, that is to say - when the 
culture or yield of cocoons shall have reached the figure 
of 118,110 tons, which will be the case as soon as the 
Central and Southern provinces of the Peninsula shall 
occupy themselves with this important production with 
the same zeal and alacrity as is displayed by those of 
Piedmont and Lombardy, atod when Italy shall throw and 
Wftave in her own mills and factories, not only all her fine 
indigenous silks, but also a large portion of those of foreign 
countries - then the annual revenue of this industry, in- 
stead of being doubled, as the report gives reason to hope, 
will doubtless exceed ¿40,000,000." 

He then furnishes me with estimates in illustration, 
which it is not necessary to quote. 
I fear, however, that my friend's expectations are 

founded on a condition of things in Italy which cannot 
very soon, if ever, be fully realised. They assume continuous 
peaceful relations with foreign countries, harmony at 
home, complete freedom of trade in all branches of com- 
merce ; modern mechanical appliances by which to | economise labour ; the cultivation of the artistic taste 
which seems to be inherent in the natives of that 
country; and finally a project of his own, to be hereafter 
extended to other provinces, for the establishment at 
Florence, of a factory* on a large scale for the production 
of silk goods. M. Maffei also (and to some extent the 
Jurors in their report) lays considerable stress on the im- 
portance of greater liberality and further development of 

what he calls tm Institutions of credit," which, he says, " are 
very urgent and indispensable," and which he regards as " the mainspring and most powerful lever of commerce and 
industry." Those which now exist, especially in Central 
Italy, as he contends, exhibit parsimoniousness and pro- he found industrial apathy, and concludes his notice of this 
national want by the expression of an opinion that " it 
will continue to be so as long as the industrial and labour- 
ing classes are not represented in Parliament, and until 
Italy shc'ill have emancipated herself from the deadly in- 
fluence under which her independence and her greatnoss su tier." 
1 infer from this that my friend considers the regenera- tion and consolidation of ìtaly as still incomplete, which 

is no doubt true to some extent, but how far his suggestion would give additional security, and therefore courage and 
liberality to banking establishments, is a problem I must 
confess my inability to solve. I am far from saying that 
these desiderata are impossibilities, but I do think that he 
does not sufficiently apprehend the practical difficulties 
which must be surmounted before this somewhat Utopian dream can be realised. I freely and cheerfully admit that 
recent political events demonstrate the innate capacity of 
his countrymen to appreciate and utilise freedom. From 
the long-continued prostration under which Italians 
formerly suffered, we had scarcely given them credit for 
the power of resuscitation, and for the ability to enjoy 
liberty without the alloy of political jealousies, flagrant 
shortcomings and abuses, which they have since displayed. Even an English gentleman, long resident in Florence, 
whose means and taste for observation, general admiration 
of the Italian character, and remarkable ability in record- 
ing his impressions - I mean Mr. Adolphus Troïlope - in his " Tuscany in 1849-59," expresses a doubt, after the events 
of 1849, whether the Italians have capacities for the realisa- 
tion of their political aspirations. But we all think differ- 
ently now, and admire the noble attitude of firmness and 
moderation which they assume under circumstances of 
insult on the one hand, and painfully difficult combina- 
tions on the other, whereby perfect Italian unity is indefi 
nitely postponed. The exhibition of Raw Silk was considered as a fair re- 
presentation of the best products of the districts from 
whence they came, the most valuable being those of 
Milan, Turin, and their neighbourhood, and the greatest in quantity being the growth of Lombardy and Pied- 
mont. For the last two or three years the quantity, but 
not the quality, to any considerable degree, as growers 
contend, has been much affected by the diseased condition 
of the mulberry trees, and at the time of my arrival in 
Italy much anxiety was felt at the continued dry weather, 
which, however, gave way before 1 left, to an apprehen- 
sion that the rain which was beginning to descend might be excessive. Both these conditions were, however, 
deemed exceptional - the climate of the silk depart ments of Italy being, as I have before observed, compara- 
tively uniform. But though, for these reasons, the produce has been below that of ordinary seasons, and has led to the 
purchase of cocoons from India and China t > supply the mills 
and certain markets, still, owing to the stagnation in the silk 
trade, principally in France, England, Russia and Switz- 
land, consequent on the great outlet in America for Euro- 
pean manufactures being almost wholly closed, this 
deficiency in the ordinary crops of silk in Italy has not led 
to increased demand, and therefore to higher prices. Oil 
the contrary, such was the deplorable condition of the 
trade in November last, that prices were lower instead of 
being higher than for some time previous, which is not 
now however the case. 

Before I dismiss the question of production and value, 
we will notice the local distribution of it. We are in- 
formed by the jurors in their report that Lombardy grows 
less than one- fourth of the gross amount of silk in all 
Italy, viz., 4,232 tons; Piedmont about the same; the 
Venetian Provinces almost one-fifth; the Neapolitan 
nearly one-tenth ; and Sicily less than one-twentieth. It 

quality and colour are selected by the reelers of Italy and 
France for the silk required for the manufacture of lace. 
Prices of the beet white cocoons rule at about 8s. per lb. The 
following extract from the Illustrated London News, of Feb. 8, 
will ebow that the importation of cocoons is attended with 
many dangers and impediments, which tend to enhance the 
cost: - '• The difficulties attending the transport of cocoons 
from abroad were at «ne time looked upon as insurmountable. 
The cocoon is a delicate merchandise, requiring great care. 
Pressure, air, and damp are fatal to it. It is like ripe fruit - 
good for present use, but easily injured by exposure or travel. 
Besides, the worm it contains cannot be destroyed without 
damaging its envelope or deteriora: ing its value. Such were 
the obstacles to be overcome, especially for cocoons sent to 
Europe from India and China. They have been conquered, and the cocoons are rendered transportable without deteriora- 
tion by being spread on the ground in thin layers and submitted 
to the action of the sun. With this treatment not only are the 
chryeales stifled, as in an oven, but they are completely dried 
up, and consequently there is no danger that the silk will 
become soiled. By means of a mechanical contrivance the 
cocoot s are flattened, pressed together like dried tigs, and ar- 
ranged by layers in chests or bales, arriving in this manner at 
Marseilles, whence they are forwarded to the different manu 
facturare. This source of alimentation has proved a great boon 
to the French silk trade.*' As additionally illustrative of the 
formidable character and results of this mysterious visitation. 1 
quote as follows from a recent Californian newspaper : - " In 
consequence of the epidemic sometime since amongst silkworms 
in France, Lombardy, aud other places in Europe, large num. 
bera of silkworm eggs have been imported into these places from the Morea, Adrianople, Broussa, Persia, and China. The 
eggs from China are sent via San Francisco. A consignment of 1.8U0lbs. of these eggs - which would contain upwards of 
860.000,000 in number-was expected at the above named 
port a short time since. Silkworm eggs are worth about 13s. 
per lb. in China, and from two to three guineas per lb. in Eu 
rone. France yearly consumes the product of 64,000 lbs. ol 
silkworm eggs, and Lombardy the product of 140,000 lbs." * For some rather extensive speculations on this point, я s 
regards Tuscany generally, and Florence in particular, see the 
translation of a paper by M. Maffei, in oar Journal of 21st 
of March and 18th of April. 
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would seem to follow from this calculation that one-fifth 
is all that remains to the silk producing provinces of 
Emilia, Tuscany, the Marches, and Umbria, and yet I have reason to suspect that even this is more than can be 
hönestly assigned to them 

But to proceed to an important modern phase of this 
eminently Italian industry, or, as it is sometimes called, 
agricultural variety. The mysterious disease which of late years has affected 
the health of the worm, and therefore the quantity pro- 
duced, seems to render it a duty that, being on the spot, and travelling through some of the more important silk 
districts, I should endeavour to obtain some information, 
which, if insufficient for the solution of the problem, 
might furnish materials for inquiry to the entomologist. The silk-worms of Tuscany having suffered less in pro- 
portion and later from this disease than those of other 
parts of Italy, it may be a question whether this com- 
parative immunity may not be due to their Eastern origin, 
enabling them to resist the approaches of the disease from 
the greater innate stamina of the race. According to 
some historical authorities, the eggs of the breed in the 
Val d'Arno were originally imported from Persia, through 
Sicily, where they were first acclimatised. This theory is 
not, however, implicitly received, for there are those 
learned in such investigations who trace the introduction 
of the present Tuscan worm from the less remote districts 
of Syria, from the fact that silk-weaving was known 
there long before it obtained a footing in Italy. Hence 
they quote, in illustration of this theoiy, the article called " Damask," used principally for furniture, and the manu- 
facture of which is still important compared with that of 
other silk. But this is a refinement of deduction which, however it may interest the curious, is hardly warranted 
by the scanty and obscure notices handed down to us. It 
has, however, been long admitted that the introduction of 
the silk manufacture into Europe, dating from the 13th cen- 
tury, is decidedly of Eastern origin, but whether from 
Syria, Persia, or still more remote countries, is not clearly ascertained. It is sufficient for those who assert the supe- 
riority of the worms of the Val d'Amo to those of other 
Italian provinces, as well in quantity as quality, to be able 
to show, as they indisputably can, that at all events the 
disease of the worm did not originate in Tuscany, where 
these useful insects seem to have retained, to a great ex- 
tent, their primitive strength to resist infection. It ap- 
pears, indeed, that whilst this hardy race was becoming bastardised and degenerate in various districts of the 
Peninsula, those of Casentino, the Chianti, and other 
Tuscan localities, still preserved their original charac- 
teristics. 

As regards the disease itself, it seems to be more than 
probable that, besides the predisposing unhealthy condition 
of the mulberry trees, whether from atmospheric or other 
causes, it may have been aggravated by want of sufficient 
care on the part of the cultivators of the worm. The 
magnanièrs or rearing houses, for instance, where the 
insect is nourished, or, as the French say, "educated," 
may be too confined and deficient in the primary necessities 
of fresh air and wholesome food. There is/ 1 am told, reason to suspect that in Lombardy, where quantity was 
sought, at the practical, but of course unintentional ex- 
pense of quality, the dimensions of the magnanièrs have 
not been proportionately enlarged, and that of late years 
they have been made to do duty for double the number of 
worms heretofore accommodated in them. The distance 
between the baskets in which they feed and repose has 
been gradually reduced, with the natural result of impure air. 
If it be said that the disease has also developed itself in 

the Levant, India, and Turkey, besides France and other 
places in Europe, where no such predisposing causes aie 
supposed to exist, I answer that in all of them the growers have been tempted to stimulate production by increased 
demand (as is particularly the case, for instance, in Turkey, where since 1814 the quantity has been quadrupled), and 

therefore it may fairly be assumed that the same neglect 
may have obtained. 
But the injurious effects of this system are still more 

forcibly illustrated by its results in India, where, as we 
are informed by my friend Mr. Bashford, in an admirable 
paper on " Experiments with Silkworms, tfcc., in Bengal," read before the Society, on the 4th February, 1857, that " the rearing-houses in Bengal are of mud, or mat walls 
and straw-roofs ; they are generally very small, and, not- 
withstanding the great heat, have no windows or ven- 
tilators, or any other means of lighting the room, except a single fine lattice- screened doorway ; they are alike in- 
different to light or temperature - to light particularly - 
and they have some reason for this, for without screens of 
lattice net work, the flies would enter and destroy every worm in two or three days; even now, millions are 
destroyed yearly by the flies entering the room at feeding time, and many a batch of apparently good cocoons over 
night has been found destroyed in the morning by 
maggots coming out of them from fly blows on the worms 
before spinning. In cold weather I have known fires used 
by a few at the doors of their rear-houses, but very rarely, and the good is questionable for such unventilated build- 
ings. The fluctuations of temperature in Bengal are con- 
siderable during the year, and even in the 24 hours fre- 
quently as much as 28p ; no attempt is made to equalise it in the rearing-houses, which are crammed with worms and necessarily close and offensive ; our worms, therefore, 
passing through all these disadvantages at once prove their 
hardy nature. From worms generally indifferently fed, and reared in masses, in close, unventilated, and un- 
healthy houses, you cannot expect the best cocoons, but 
from the very few independent and most careful rearers, we do sometimes get a very fair quality, from 15 lbs. of 
which, or about 9,500 cocoons, you may reel 1. lb. of very good silk; but every batch of cocoons varies so much in 
quality it is impossible to fix an average ; the rearers are 
generally very poor people, and the larger portion of them rarely produce over 100 lbs. of cocoons each bund ; 
many even less, and they too often exceed their means and stint their worms in accomplishing this. The ten- 
dency of the larger is the same way ; they rarely calculate their means, and attempt to rear a larger quantity than 
they have either space or food for, and satisfy themselves 
with quantity rather than quality." I have quoted thus 
fully from Mr. Bashford's paper as the paragraph tells its own melancholy tale better than I could do by any 
attempt at condensation. To the same authority I must 
refer the Society for the results of elaborate experiments under his own direction when residing in India, of crossing breeds of the worm, but which are not precisely analogous to those to which I have already incidentally referred, as 
obtained in Italy from similar attempts. And here I may incidentally mention that my corres- 
pondent, M. Maffei, claims for the father of his co-juror, M. Noël Poidebarde, the merit of introducing into Tus- 
cany, about 25 years since, the fine race of worms from 
China, producing white cocoons, which he cultivated with 
success, and on. a large scale, for many years, at the villa of Prince Demidoff, near Florence. The life of this Asiatic race being eight or ten days shorter than that of other breeds, the chances of taking the poisonous infection are to that extent diminished, which is no small advan- 
tage. The fibre of the cocoons which these worms spin is soft, even, strong, and yet elastic, and without down, or what in England we call nubs. The yield is great con- 
sidering the shorter span of life which the worms enjoy, and the less quantity therefore of mulberry-leaf consumed. From 24 lbs. weight of cocoons about 2 lbs. only of beau- tiful silk is regularly obtained, which is much in request for the manufacture of white or light-coloured goods. The demand, however, does not appear to be sufficiently constant and uniform to encourage the propagation of this 
superior stock into other parts of Italy, where large and 
heavy cocoons are at all events preferred. It appears to 
be a short-sighted policy for which the uncertain political 
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condition of other provinces before the present consolida- 
tion affords some excuse, but it is certainly unfortunate 
that this family of worms, of the intrinsic value of which 
there can be no doubt, from the extensive demand for the 
raw material they produce in China and export to Eng- 
land, should be neglected and ultimately, perhaps, become 
extinct. 
While on the question of cocoons, it seems proper to 

mention that some diversity of opinion appears to exist 
amongst the silk merchants of Italy, as to what constitutes 
their real value in the present condition of production in 
that country. The ancient races of the Italian silk- 
worms, on which so much care had been expended, and on 
which the European reputation of the raw material they 
produced was founded, were almost destroyed by the 
terrible disease by which they and their habitations were, 
and to some extent still are, infected. The growers were 
therefore driven to the necessity of adopting such means 
of supplying the deficiency thus created, as were open to 
them, and, as before observed, recourse was naturally had 
to the remotest regions of the East for fresh and sound 
eggs. But the silk they produced being essentially 
different in character from that on which the reputation 
of native growth was based, various measures were adopted, 
according to the fancies of the cultivators, to render it 
equally valuable to home or foreign pnrchasers. Accord- 
ingly we find that a system of crossing the China variety, 
for instance, with such of the inland races as remained free 
from the disease, (producing silk partaking of the joint 
excellencies of Italy and the superior health and strength 
of the foreign), obtained favour with Visconti Ami e Cie., 
and other growers. This system is obviously susceptible 
of many combinations, and, assuming the theory to be 
sound, of which the greater or less demand for the raw 
material thus produced affords the best criterion, it would 
appear to be a happy application of a new discovery. The 
introduction, however, of this external element was not 
without its difficulties, for the foreign worms were diffi- 
cult of acclimatization, and the extraordinary demand for 
the eggs seriously enhanced their cost. To encourage 
growers in this direction, the jurors specially mention with 
the highest approbation Professor Funghini of Perugia, 
Signori Antonio Finco of Verona, and Vincenzo Funghini 
and Francesco del Greco, both of Arezzo, for having " educated " and preserved , for the last two years, the beau- 
tiful Chinese variety imported into Italy by Count 
Castellani. The two first-named exhibited cocoons, and 
the two last the reeled silk, all of their own growth, in the 
midst of difficulties as to climate and disease under which 
large numbers of the insect were compelled to succumb 
and perished. The jurors also commend Signor Carlo Niccoli of Casa- 
tisma, in the province of Voghera, for successfully 
repeating there many trials made in other districts, to 
rescue the worm from what they no doubt deemed, and 
with justice, the enervating and artificial system of " educating " them in magnanières, by placing them on 
the mulberrv-tree itself, and thus rendering them hardy 
and healthy. Of this system, his exhibition of cocoons 
still adhering to branches of the tree, afforded abundant 
evidence; and other cultivators of the silk-worm are 
strongly recommended to continue in the same direction. 
Should these efforts ultimately prove successful, they will 
no doubt go far to arrest the ravages of the prevailing 
disease, if not entirely to eradicate it, but it must not be 
forgotten, that though Italy may be a great European 
country in square miles, it is far from having such an uni- 
form climate as would be favourable to such experiments. 
It appears, indeed, that exertions are really being made 

in this direction, for the jurors speak of their " renowned 
colleague, Professor Comalia," with a kind of praiseworthy 
enthusiasm, for his minute inspection under the microscope, 
of the eggs before hatching, as the only means of disco- 
vering their physical condition in the earliest stage of the 
existence of the insect, and also refer with approbation to 
his exhibition of cocoons spun in the open air, as well as 

to his samples of cocoons and silk, the produce of eggs 
originally imported from China. 

From all this it resulted, that the Florence Exhibition 
contained cocoons of all forms, colours, and structures, and 
that of these, few were of the old Italian species, of which 
some approximate notion may be formed, when I mention 
that one firm alone ( Siccardi, Brothers, of Ceva,) exhibited 
no less than 78 different varieties. 
But if the prevailing variety possessed more or less of 

the foreign element, there were not wanting specimens of 
the original stocks of Italy. Of these it is sufficient to 
quote the cocoons of Raffaello Montori and Alessandro 
Caroli of Teramo, which were of excellent quality and 
colour, preserving the primitive colour of those of Brianza 
(Como), which enjoy a high reputation, and those of 
Giuseppe Salinas Anas of Sassari, which were also of good 
quality , regular form, and well clothed or enveloped. In these and other cases which might be mentioned, 
the cultivators appear to appreciate and act upon the 
theory that " sound eggs produce sound eggs," but that, 
in the face of the disease which has more than decimated 
the native races, close attention to the indispensable neces- 
sity of pure air and healthy food must be unremittingly 
paid. And à propos of healthy food: I fear that the 
cultivators of the silk- worm do not pay sufficient attention 
to the quality of the leaves, for it should not be forgotten that the mulberry, like other trees, may be in a decidedly 
healthy condition and yet yield some bloated and other- 
wise diseased leaves. The demand for mulberry leaves 
some years since, led to whát foreign agriculturists deemed 
a safe and profitable policy as regards this tree, and 
which, if the object was not simply an increase in the 
quantity of food, would do credit to their sagacity ; I refer 
to the planting mulberry trees in a rich soil, and affording 
them abundance of manure. By topping them, also, as 
I saw in travelling through the district of Bergamo, where large tracts of level land were covered with stunted 
mulberry trees (thus presenting anything but the pic- 
turesque effect of the splendid ones of this country), the 
leaves they produce are greater in quantity and denser in 
quality, but contain so large a proportion of the fluid ele- 
ment, as to be infinitely less nutritious than those which 
are yielded in less abundance, perhaps, by the trees left to 
their natural growth. 

Finally, on this topic, I mean, the disease of the tree or 
worm, or the one operating on the other, I fear we must 
be content to treat the visitation as one of those mysteries 
by which, as in the case of the vine and the potato, and 
in others of still greater importance, as they concern 
human life, particularly the Asiatic cholera, the learned 
in these departments of science are perplexed and left at 
fault. Like other natural phenomena which in past 
ages were held to be inscrutable or referred to occult 
causes, over which the most advanced intellect of those 
days had no control, or into which they could not dive, 
they may in due time be revealed by accident, and most 
probably by the discovery of new applications of agencies, 
atmospheric, electric, or otherwise, which are still so im- 
perfectly understood as to furnish materials for research 
and experiment apparently inexhaustible.* 

* The Illustrated London News of February 8th coatains 
some valuable notices of the history and present condition of 
the silk trade of France, in the course of which the following statement of the effects of the disease of the worm in the silk- 
producing districts of that country occurs : - " The production of raw silk in France was at its apogee in 1852, when it 
amounted to 26,000,000 kilogrammes; in 18Ô3 it fell to 
7,500,000 kilogrammes, and tne result of later years has been 
little more favourable. This diminution has been attributed to 
a deterioration in the quality of the leaves of the mulberry- 
tree, affected by a modern disease that seems to be spreading its ravages ; and recourse was obliged to be had to the silks 
raised in Spain, Italy, and the Levant, which produced large but still insufficient quantities. Cocoons that sold previously, in ordinary years, at the rate of from 4f. to 5f. the kilogramme, and which in 1848 fell as low as 2f. have been raised by the 
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I have been compelled, by the nature of my subject, to 
dovetail, as it were, my notices of the cocoon into those of 
the reeled or raw silk material, the value of which last 
largely depends on the care exercised in the selection of 
the cocoons, and the greater or less perfection of the reel 
ing machinery ; in what- remains to be said of unwoven 
silk, I must still be somewhat discursive. 

I have been favored by Mr. P. C. Leckie, of the 
eminent firm of Durant and Co., Copthall-court, with a 
list of the more eminent silk reelers of Italy, which, being too long for the text of my paper, I have introduced in the 
form of a note.* 
In reporting on Thrown Silk, the jurors give it as their 

opinion that this important article of commerce has attained 
to the highest perfection of workmanship in Upper Italy, while it is on the decline in the Central and Southern 
Provinces. To this dictum these last naturally demur, and 
point to the demand for the organzines of Iiigutino, of 
Counts Pieri and Nesselti, of Lombezzi, of Zavagli, of 
Mori, and of many others, which they maintain are quite 
equal to any produced by the throwsters of Piedmont or 
Lombardy. The organzines worked at the extensive mills 
of Scoti, at Pescia, in Central Italy, they say, and I be- 
lieve with truth, have a higher reputation in all markets 
than those of any continental silk mill, except that of 
Blanchon, of Lyons, which is said to be superior to any 
other, and they are also the largest purchasers of cocoons 
and raw silk for their own mills in Italy. Of cocoons alone 
they buy to the annual extent of 200.000 lbs., producing 
20,000 lbs. of raw silk when reeled off. The real cause of 
the diminution in quantity (omitting the exceptional years of worm disease), of thrown silk produced in the central 
and southern provinces, as compared with that of the north, 

they find in the political impediments before mentioned, 
which did not prevail so vexatiously in Lombardy, where 
the silk industry was under the more powerful pro- 
tection of Austria, as in those under kingly or ducal rule, 
like Naples and Tuscany, where interest in property and 
talent was less assured. Now, however, that all are united 
under one government, which is great in moral dignity as well as physical strength, all are equally protected, and 
we may look forward to a real trial of artistic and scientific 
skill between all the silk producing provinces of that most 
interesting country. Already they appear to have sur- 
mounted to a great extent the disastrous effects of the 
j disease, though it is not yet by any means wholly exter- 
; pated, and producers speak with confidence as to the ulti- 
mate recovery of the trade in the raw and thrown stages ! of the manufacture. 
[ In the late Exhibition, nearly 1,000 skeins Of silk were 
exposed to competition by 278 candidates, and I have 
reason to know that the jurors in many cases found it dif- 
ficult to decide as to relative merit, and therefore deemed 
it consistent with their province occasionally to base their 
rewards on local claims to distinction under discouraging circumstances of climate or disease ; the introduction of 
improved machinery ; the cultivation of silk where it had. 
not previously attained to the dignity of an industiy ; the 
establishment of sanitary and social reforms in districts and 
in silk mills where they were previously neglected ; and 
on other special grounds. The following exhibitors are 
particularly noticed for their merit on some of these, besides 
that to which their specimens might otherwise entitle 
them. I only quote names from the jurors' report, 
omitting, as unnecessary for this occasion, the specific reasons assigned in each case for the medals awarded. 
Giovali Battista Bavassana, director of the silk mills at 
Alessandria ; Pietro Pollo, of Milan ; Michele Lega, of 
Brisighetta, province of Ravenna ; Scoti, Majean e Com- 
pagni of Pescia, in Tuscany ; Conte Giovanni Pieri, of 
Sienna; Olivo Masi, of Campannoli, also in Tuscany; Cavaliere Alberto Keller, of Turin ; Pietro Gavazzi, of 
Milan ; and, finally, Antonio Mangano, of Messina. 

The jurors, however, did not shrink from the more 
paramount duty of subjecting, where necessary, the samples before them, from whatever quarter, or under whatever 
difficulties grown, to a process of examination new to us in 
this country, as far as my experience and inquiries go, by a machine which they describe as infallible in determining the evenness, cleanness (г. е., freedom from floss and nubs), 
strength, and elasticity of the different filatures exposed to the ordeal. 

Of the 325 candidates, 231 received medals, inclusive 
of the nine just mentioned for special merits. 

Spun Silk was cultivated to a very limited extent up to a few years since, when its value was only about 6d. per 
pound. The fashion, however, for foulard dresses, made 
j first at Lyons, has occasioned so rapid and extensive a j 
I demand for this manufacture of the waste silk from cocoons, or created in the process of throwing, that the price in Italy when I was there in November last, was from 3s. to 4 s. 
per lb., according to quality. In my journey home over 
Mont St. Gothard, it was my good fortune to have for 
sole companion in the coupé a very intelligent traveller, interested in the sale of that article, who was on his way to Lyons with samples, from which he confidently expected to make large sales. Many of these I examined, and so 
well were they sorted and spun, that they were almost as 
brilliant as organzine and tram. 

There were 17 exhibitors of spun silk, seven of whom 
are mentioned in the report of the jurors as deserving much commendation, and they specially select the firm of 
Filippi Mazagova and Co., of Arona, as far before all 
others in the perfection to which they have arrived. It 
appears that their establishment was founded in 1852 ; that 
the carding is done by English machines, moved by a 
hydraulic meter ; that they employ more than 200 artisans ; and that out of 20,000 lbs. of waste per annum, they pro- duce 10,000 lbs. of spun silk. Altogether, the number of 

scarcity to llf. and 12f. for the best, even the common qualities selling at 8f. and 9f. As a matter of course the silks produced from them obeyed the impube, and for good qualities the price rose considerably. To obviate this scarcity, men of science in 
France, seconded by the Imperial Government, are seeking 
every means by which to ensure the health of the mulberry- tree, and the constant multiplication of the silkworm through- Out the empire. At present India and China furnish yearly- 
increasing supplies, the silk from these countries entering for 
two thirds into the quantity required for the consumption of 
Lyons fabrics alone." 

* Turin. [ Couiti. 
Êarbarou X and Co. (fil G rug- | The Grand Duke. 
liasco). j Bergamo. Bolmida freres. ¡ Piazzoni. 

M. Bravo et file. Zuppingor Zuber, and Co. A. Keller. j Brescia. Bravo Michael. : Belotti. 
Novi. Tyrol. 

Сав18за. i D. Bellini (Rovcredo). 
Denegri. j Candelperger (Roveredo). Peloso. ¡ Salvadori (Trento). Gambarolta. G. Chimelli (Pergine). Piedmont. Verona. 
Carnevali. Simeoni. 

Milan. V. Belai. 
Gavazzi frères (Valmadrcsa). Vicenza. 
P. Gavazzi (Belano). A. Maruzzi. 
Verza frères. Udine. 
Philipo Sessa. ¡ G. Fisiotti 
Talachioi fièrcs (Comezio). , FLORENCE. 

Como, Lombardy. Dom Magnani. 
Bonsignori. Naples. 
G. Perlaceo. J Angel ini. 
G. M ornielli. j Messina. 

Cremona, Lombardy ¡ Sanderson. 
Balzelli frères. j Bologna- G. Quaranta. ; Sanguinetti. Casalbcttuna, Lombardy. ! Pesaro. Turína. j A. W. D. Giovanelli. Jacini. Reggio (Calabria). FosäOMBRONE. Salvatore. 
Agolanti. Reggio (di Modena). Reali (Beretta). Amadio Levi. 
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hands engaged in this manufacture would appear to be 
from 12,000 to 15,000. 
A certain degree of prominence is assigned to Dyed Silk 

ш the Jurors' report. It would have been more satisfac- 
tory to myself had the opportunity been afforded me of 
comparing the samples of Italy with the dyed silks of 
England, France, Prussia, and Switzerland, as will, I hope, be the case at the impending International Exhibition; with this exception, I cheerfully confirm, from careful in- 
spection, the favourable terms in which the successful ex- 
hibitors are mentioned. From the decisions of the Jurors, I infer that the study of chemistry, especially in Piedmont 
and Lombardy, is cultivated to a considerable extent by this section of the trade, but I much doubt if the demand 
for dyed silks, which is confined to the wants of the na- 
tive manufacturers, is sufficiently extensive to stimulate 
them to apply the discoveries of modern science in this 
department, particularly these of my eminent friend, Dr. 
Crace Calvert, of Manchester. 
It appears that there were only eleven exhibitors, and 

that of these ten were rewarded, and they included, 1st, Francis Bruni, of Milan, for his mineral black, which, 
¿hough weighted to the extent of 8, 10, 15, and 20 per 
cent., does not destroy the brilliancy of the silks exposed to the influence of such a trying ordeal, nor do they ac- 
quire that greasy odour which is too commonly emitted 
from heavy mineral dyes ; and 2ndly, Saba Frontini, also 
of Milan, who exhibited as many as 48 samples in all 
colours and of striking brilliancy. 

Having concluded my notices of raw, thrown, spun, and 
dyed silk branches, I come now to the last in the order of 
succession, viz., Manufactured Silks. And here I regret to say I must, to a great extent, confirm my colleague Mr. Digby Wyatt's opinion, that as far as figured or fancy woven fabrics were concerned, the specimens did not ex- 
hibit " great evidence of able design." It is true, how- 
ever, that in some few instances, brocades, damasks, and 
other textures suitable for furniture, ecclesiastical vest- 
ments and altar decorations, attracted, and deservedly so, 
much attention. They contrasted favourably even with 
those of Lyons in 1851 and 1855, as they ought to do, for if any one country enjoys greater facilities than another j for the cultivation of the purest taste, it is surely Italy, where almost from the cradle the natives breathe an at- 
mosphere of Art. Art in all its branches and forms, and 
of all age3, meets the eye at every turn, and is blended as 
it were into the mental system, without any consciousness 
of the peculiarly valuable education which is thus in- 
sensibly imbibed. Some of the results of these favour- 
able conditions obtained a fitting field for display in the 
Florence Exhibition. To Mr. Digby Wyatt we are in- 
debted for bringing the greater part of them almost bodily before us, and if the fancy silk department was not neces- 
sarily limited, and therefore not susceptible of critical ex- 
animation, I would endeavour to take a leaf out of his 
book, and make the attempt. As it is, I must content 
myself with saying that it afforded ample evidence of 
artistic ability, and that, if there were adequate encou- 
ragement, there is no obvious reason why Italian manu- 
facturers should not successfully compete, in this expensive branch of production (damasks, brocades, &c.), with those 
of France. I do not add England, because it is not an 
industry which we particulaily affect, though how soon a 
growing taste for church decoration may take the direc- 
tion of textile embellishment, and thus create a remune- 
rative demand, it is impossible in this age of change, pre- 
cisely to predict. The velvets of Genoa and Zoagli, particularly those of 
Guillot and Co., and of Chichizoli, occupied as usual a 
prominent position in the exhibition, and fully sustained 
their ancient renown. At present, it is far from being a 
remunerative branch of the silk trade, but whether from 
•exceptional causes or because it has passed the culminating 
point, and is now in a state of permanent decadence, it 
would be difficult to decide ; I fear the latter. 
I may here notice, en passant, that the paternity of the 

velvet manufacture is claimed by Tuscany, the inventor, 
Velluti, after whom it was called, having resided at 
Florence, and whose house was long carefully preserved as a relic. The present descendant of that eminent man, 
Simon Velluti Zati, a branch of the ducal house of St. 
Clement's, sold it, however, to the Archbishop of Sienne 
Carline, by whom it, has been so altered in re-building a 
part of it, as no longer to exhibit its original charac- 
teristics. 

Of other silks, as satins, moirés, glacés, and gros de 
Naples, there was a greater show than I had been led 
to expect from my reminiscences of the International Ex- 
hibitions of 1851 and 1855. I examined the greater part of them very carefully, and can say, with truth, that very 
many of the specimens exhibited would bear comparison with the best productions of England and France. 

The number of exhibitors of these silks was 71, and 
of specimens 1,200, and they were principally, but not 
exclusively, from Northern Italy, many manufacturers 
from the Central and Southern provinces having also 
contributed samples of their ability. 

The exhibition of ribbons was by no means extensive, 
and the fancy department was rather distinguished for 
ingenuity than taste. This will be quite understood when 
I mention that there were many woven imitations of en- 
gravings representing, for instance, an " Ecce Homo," and a " Madonna," as well as portraits of Count Cavour and King 
Victor-Emmanuel, neither of them particularly handsome, 
however deservedly popular. As may be supposed, these 
novelties attracted many spectators, but it must, I think, 
be admitted that the taste is somewhat questionable. 
These fancies, however, are not peculiar to Italy, for I 
now hold in my hand a recent production by one of the 
ribbon manufacturers of St. Etienne, which for simple 
skill and expression, must, I should presume, stand un- 
rivalled. It has in the centre the portrait of a very pretty 
young lady of fine taste, for she wears a Tuscan bonnet 
trimmed with figured ribbons in lilac and light green, 
wh ichf harmonise with each other and with the colour of the 
straw. This elegant lady is enclosed in a halo of female 
heads, which cannot be described as a galaxy of beauty, 
all of them having passed the meridian of life, and one 
of them being a negress, adorned with the usual ornaments 
of ivory earrings and necklace. The whole of them are 
dressed in hats and bonnets trimmed with flowers, feathers, 
or leaves, presenting a striking contrast to the one they 
surround. To heighten the effect, the portraits are in 
black and white only, like an engraving. The object of 
this elaborate eccentricity was to ridicule the exclusive 
taste for flowers and feathers then prevailing, by which 
the producers of ribbon were pretty well ruined, but with 
what effect 1 am not able to report. 

Out of the 71 exhibitors of manufactured silk, no leas 
than 54 were rewarded by medals, but in no case must 
this distribution be considered as indicative of equal merit, 
for though these medals were all alike, the receivers were 
divided into three classes, the first, say 13 out of the 54, 
are described as having exhibited goods of the highest 
merit, 31 of second-rate merit, and the remaining 10 of 
sufficient merit to deserve encouragement. These are 
distinctly named in the report so as to deprive by its pub- 
licity candidates of comparatively inferior skill of the 
means of deception as to the rank they held with their 
more advanced competitors. It is not necessary that 1 should quote names in detail 
from the Jurors' Report, it is sufficient for me to say that 
the following is a list of the more eminent exhibitors of 
manufactured silks, and which I have distinguished in my 
catalogue by the words " very good," viz., Guillot and 
Company, of Genoa and Turin ; Giacomo Chichizola, of 
Genoa, and Zoagli, already mentioned ; Bernardo Solei, of 
Turin ; Ghiglieri and Company, of Milan ; Innocente 
Osnago, of Milan ; Ferdinando Brivio, of Milan ; Luigi del fu Guiseppe Martini, of Milan ; Costa and Seravegna, of Genoa and Turin ; Cattaneo and Pettitti, of Turin ; 
Giovan Battista fu Antonio Cortif of Como; Biva and 
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Company, of Como ; G. L. Brun and Brothers, of Turin, 1 
and Benvenuto Maffei, of Florence. < 

Having treated of tho ]>ast and present of tliie great Italian industry, it remains that I should say a few words i 
as to its possible future. < 

It will be gathered from the foregoing that this trade, 
so important- in its early career, as compared with other 
then existing branches of manufacture, has not maintained 
its ancient relative position, from circumstances for which 
I have endeavoured to account. Many of them, like the 
worm-disease, are, I trust, of only temporary duration. 
Already the impediments arising from the division of 
Italy into fractional states, with their many ir. secure and 
opposing interests, arc removed by the consolidation of 
nearly all their separate autonomies under one consti 
tutional king and government. The true principles of 
political economy are better understood, and the chimera 
of protection to native industry by import duties is no 
longer entertained. International Exhibitions have gone 
far to remove this illusion by demonstrating the fact that, 
except for the occasional necessities of revenue, those coun- 
tries which displayed the greatest progress in. the samples 
they exhibited were precisely those which were the least 
fettered by governmental interference. The complete in- 
troduction of free* trade does not, however, supersede, nor 
is it inconsistent with those encouragements which medals 
and other forms of distinction are intended to supply. 
That the Italian mind is alive to the importance and value 
of this new form of publicity is abundantly evident from 
the alacrity with which at so short notice the recent Ex- 
hibition at Florence was largely supplied with specimens 
of native talent and industry, and the anxiety with which 
they looked for the awards of the jurors. 
Indeed, as a remarkably encouraging feature of Italian 

renovation, the jurors suggest in their report that profes- 
sorial chairs, in connection with the silk industry, should 
be established in Florence, Naples, and Palermo, similar 
to that already existing at Milan, and occupied by their 
co-juror, M. Louis Bossi, so that students in the art may 
leam from a master how to apply the resources of che- 
mistry and mechanics to the best advantage. This idea 
is not quite new, for central colleges were suggested in 
memorials to the Royal Commissioners of 1851, from 
Birmingham, Bristol, Halifax, Hull. Oldham, Sheffield, 
and the Staffordshire Potteries. I have reason also to 
believe that our late lamented* President had elaborated a. 
scheme of the kind into the dimensions of a college or 
university in this- country, whieh would afford facilities- 
for industrial education to the artisans, by the appointment 
of duly qualified professorsf .and by conferring honorary 
degrees on students exhibiting extraordinary proficiency. At all events, the Royal Commissioners of Ì851* in their 
second report, speafe.very favourably of these suggestions. 

There is one impediment» to industrial progress in Italy 
. which is, I hope, in process of amelioration, if not of entire 
removal ; I allude to the excessive observance of fasts and 
festivals. These occur so often and, as far as abstinence 
from labour is concerned, are so rigidly observed, as to 
curtail the means of support to the people, and to beget habits of indolence, and an undue craving for excitement. 
Even during the short time I was .in that country - rather 
more than four weeks - I was put to some inconvenience 
from this cause, especially at; Genoa, where I had intended 
to vieit some of the velvet manufacturers, whose ancient 
celebrity is so well known. Unfortunately, however, the 
only day at my disposal while there was one of the prin- 
cipal of these, viz., the festival of " All Saints," and the 
establishments of these gentlemen being hermetically 
sealed, I was fain to content myself with what they exhibited at Florence. 

What is there, then, to obstruct Italy in its attempt to 
revive the silk trade in all its branches-? It possesses the 
same genial climate as heretofore, is rich in inventive 

. faculty, is not deficient in diligence, preserves the Divine 
types of the beautiful, so important to textile manufactiires 
of luxury, produces a raw material of superior quality to 

1 that of China, or even of France, and commands the shores < of the Mediterranean and the Adriatic. 
Assuming, therefore, the abatement of the expensive i nuisance of excess of holidays ; the complete eradication < of the wonn disease ; the introduction of adequate capi- tal ; the application of steam power, and other improved mechanical facilities where practicable ; the enlarged means of commercial intercourse with England, France, and Germany, which the sub-alpine tunnel, now in course 

of construction under Mont Cenis, will open up ; the in- 
crease of population and, therefore, of demand, which 
always results from a lengthened state of peace and of 
high civilization ; and finally, the security tQ life and pro- 
perty which constitutional government affords; assuming, I 
say, the realization of all or mostof these conditions, we may 
safely prcdht that a glorious career of happiness and pros- 
perity, such as already dawns on Italy, will in due time 
reward tho patriotic devotion by which, neither deluded 
nor dismayed by the mysterious treaty of Villafi arica, it 
has broken tho fetters of tyranny and bigotry, emerged into a state of freedom -that first necessity of national 
regeneration, achieved for itself a moral, if not a physical 
supremacy, and risen to the dignity of tiuo manhood -in 
the comity of European states. 

DISCUSSION. 
The Chairman said he was sure they had listened with 

the greatest interest to the paper which had been prepared for them by Mr.- Winkworth. That gentleman liad, a» 
they were aware, enjoyed peculiar facilities in preparing that paper. He possessed a most perfect knowledge of 
the technical details of the subject, whilst he brought ta 
bear upon it extensive powers of observation, coupled with considerable commercial experience. He had, how- 
ever, laboured under one disadvantage- that his paper had been arranged for delivery on an evening when many interested in this subject had their heads full of the fol- 
lowing morning's engagements, and the position of their 
own goods and productions in the great International Ex- 
hibition. That, probably, accounted for the absence of 
many persons, who, under other circumstances, might have 
been expected to have been present thero that evening. This was more particularly a subject which would greatly have interested the Italians- themselves. The Italia» 
Minister had been obliged to go to Turin, and the mem- 
bers of the Italian Commission were occupied with their 
•duties elsewhere, so that they could not attend; but he 
knew their sympathies were enlisted when they saw how 
this country appreciated the efforts now making to revive 
some of their great commercial successes. Mr. Wink- 
worth^ paper had opened up many topics- of discussion, 
some of them technical, and affecting the silk industry 
alone, and others of a more general character, on which 
those not connected with the trade might feel sympathy, and have much to say. One of those was the improve- ment of the culture of the silk-worm, and the application to that insect of those sanitary laws which were doing 60 much for the human race. Many of tho leading Italian 
bankers had it in their power to bring much of the wealth 
of foreign countries to bear upon their national industry, and 
their admirable banking system was one cause which led to 
the success of the silk trade in Florence, and that again acted upon the arts, and provided to a great extent, at the 
time of their highest development, the funds necessary for carrying out the works which were so much admired 
in Florence. Mr. Winkworth had alluded to the interest- 
ing paper of Mr. Bash ford, .upon the production of silk 
in India, and, as they were favoured with the presence of 
that gentleman, perhaps he would be good enough to 
make some remarks upon the samples of silk which he 
had been kind enough to lay upon the table. 

Mr. Bashford said, ho thought very few of these pre- sent were aware of what silk was. They saw a number 
of skeins commonly called silk, and most persons supposed 
them to bo actually silk, when, in reality, one- third of 
their iuass was gum, which, before the article could be 
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manufactured, must be boiled out. He had brought with 
him some specimens of the matter from which the silk 
was produced in the stomach of the worm - as it existed 
before the insect began to spin. The gum by which the 
silky matter in the worm was surrounded, was necessary to enable the worm to discharge the silk. It was a 
misnomer to say that the worms spun. They did not 
spin. After feeding for a certain number of days, the 
insect became charged with a certain amount of this silk 
and gum together, and it was necessary, for its own com- 
fort, to discharge it. When the insects were so charged Nature had ordained that a certain quantity of gum ex- 
uded from the orifices in the head of the "worm, which, 
attaching itself to the leaf, formed the cocoon ; but if the 
worm was put upon a flat surface the operation would be 
as readily performed in a flat shape instead of in the form 
-of a cocoon. The silk, when first taken from the worm, and exposed to heat, was as brittle as spun glass. Бе had 
brought with him a specimen of what was known to 
anglers as fish-gut silk, to which fish-hooks were attached, which was taken out of the worm before it had had the 
opportunity of spinning. It was elongated by being passed 
through the finger and thumb till it was brought to the 
requisite length and fineness, and at the same time the 
gum was removed. He had brought some samples of 
cocoons from India. They were small in comparison with those of Fiance, but they made good silk in a coun- 
try where silk had been known for many centuries. He 
had employed 12,000 or 13,000 natives in the reeling of 
«ilk, and he was happy to say they had succeeded in this 
•operation almost as well as Europeans. They had seen 
the Bengal cocoons reeled in the South of France, and 
they did not yield better silk than that which was pro- duced in India, but still it bore no comparison with the 
Italian silk.. To yield lib. of silk it would take about 
13,000 of the Indian cocoons, whilst that weight of silk 
would be yielded by 3,500 or 4,000 French cocoons, and 
this showed the difference of size and quality. He passed several months in India, in attempting to improve the 
quality of the cocoons. He imported a large quantity of 
-eggs from Lyons and crossed them with the inferior worms 
of India. The result had been a vast improvement, and if 
his health had permitted him to remain longer in the 
country, he believed he should have effected further im- 
provements. He, however, could not look upon the 
results as permanent. In the crossing it was necessary to 
continue the introduction of new blood; otherwise the 
worms degenerated where the heat was sometimes as 
much as 120° or 130° in the rearing houses, as compared with 60w or 70° in Europe. Mr. Bashford then called 
attention to specimens, both of raw material and manu- 
factured from the outside or refuse portion of the cocoon 
which, he said, formed a separate branch of business. The 
latter included a piece of velvet and several samples of 
dyed spun silk. That was a branch of manufacture 
which he believed had been known to the world only a few months. 
Mr. Thomas Chadwick (upon the invitation of the 

Chairman,) said he was unprepared to make any observa- 
tions on this subject, and had come to listen rather than 
take part in the discussion. He knew very little of the 
culture of silk, and his knowledge of reeling had been 
derived entirely from his own experience. He had never 
found any difficulty in reeling silk, and it might be inter- 
esting to those present to be informed, that silk might be 
reeled almost as well in England as in the country of its 
growth. It mitfht be a question whether the lapse of time during the transit made any difference. 
Mr. Bashford had never heard that the reeling was 

better from fresh cocoons. In France they were some- 
times kept for many months before reeling. In India the •cocoons could not be kept so long without reeling. Mr. Chadwick said, if the lapse of time involved no 
•difficulty, silk might be as well reeled in this country as in tiie countries where it was produced. He had heard 
objections made to the climate of this country, but he did 

not consider a fair bright atmosphere was necessary for 
the reeling of silk, any more than it was for the spinning of cotton ; and he had produced as fine Bilk from China 
cocoons as had been obtained on the continent. It was 
well known that the inferiority of the China silk arose 
from the careless manner in which it was reeled. Nature 
gave in the cocoon a fine, even, beautiful thread, but 
when man came to deal with it, it was rendered imper- fect. It was the imperfect and primitive method of reeling which had been practised by the Chinese for ages past, that gave inferior character to the China silk as known in 
this country - but if it was imported in the cocoon, they could produce any quality of thread they required. He 
had produced organzino from China silk, of from 4 J to 5 
deniers, while the ordinary size of silk was from 45 to 50 
deniers. At the same time he admitted, that no quality of silk was equal to that which was obtained from the 
continent. He was satisfied that improvement in reeling was the source from which they must look for any great 
improvement in the silk trade of this country, and that 
they should import the silk in the cocoon rather than in 
the imperfectly reeled state in which it was obtained from 
China. With respect to the piece of velvet exhibited, it 
was woven from spun silk by the power loom, then cut in 
a frame, and dyed afterwards. That description of goods had been made for some years in Manchester and the 
neighbourhood to a large extent. 

Mr. Winkworth said as Mr. Chadwick had alluded to 
the difficulty of obtaining silk sufficiently well reeled from 
China and India, it might be interesting to state that a 
short time ago he was shown, by Messrs. Durant and Co., some skeins of silk reeled after the Italian method in 
China, instead of being in large blocks, as usually exported to this country, beautifully white, but very unevenly reeled,, 
and partaking in a great degree of the objections to which 
Mr. Chadwick had alluded. So good were these speci- 
mens, that they fetched in the market within one 
or two shillings per pound of the price of the best Italian 
silk. 

Mr. Bashford said one reason why they did not get so 
good silk from China as they ought to have was that 
there was no established system of manufacture there. 
Each producer of cocoons reeled his own silk. They had - 
no factories whatever. There was not such a thing as a 
filature known in China. Messrs. Jardine had lately in- 
troduced this, but that was the only instance they had at 
present. Each producer of a basket or two of cocoons 
reeled the silk in his own house, with the assistance of hie 
wife and children, and that was the reason they had not 
better and more evenly reeled silk from China. The 
cocoons were almost as good as any produced in the world. 
He had seen them reeled into threads almost as fine as 
Italian silk. If the Chinese had a proper system of filature, 
they would produce as good silk as the French. It was 
different with the cocoons of India. There were scarcely two cocoons in a batch alike, and it required the greatest 
amount of native skill to enable them to give an even and 
perfect thread. 

Mr. Chadwick had not alluded to Indian cocoons, but 
to Chinese. He thought a thread could be obtained from 
China silk superior to that of any continental silk. 
Mr. Bashford presumed that the making of organzine from a single thread of China silk was rather a matter of 

experiment than with a view to any commercial results, 
as there would not be sufficient strength in it for 
weaving. Mr. Chadwick had said nothing about weaving ; he 
had merely instanced this to show the peculiar fineness of 
the China cocoon, whilst the China silk sent for their use 
was coarse, foul, and uneven. The fact which Mr. Wink- 
worth had mentioned was not new, but it was exceptional, and only small quantities of that silk were imported, but 
it went to prove what he had stated, viz., that if properly 
reeled, beautiful silk could be obtained from China cocoons, 
and the reason why it was so badly reeled was because 
they had such imperfect machinery for the purpose. 
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The Chairman said that they would no doubt remem- 
ber that the question of protection to the silk trade was 
that on which Mr. Huskisson first took his great stand in 
the inauguration of the free-trade movement in this coun- 
try. He had the pleasure of seeing present Mr. Ogilvie, a gentleman who had given a great deal of attention to 
this subject, and as there was a good deal of heterodoxy in 
existence on this point, he should be glad if that gentle- man could bring any arguments to bear which would in- 
duce the Italians to think it was to their interest to throw 
open their markets in any way. 
Mr. Ogilvie said, many years ago they had large quan- tities of silk of superior quality from Italy, but of late 

years there had not been so much imported, but large 
quantities were received from other countries. From 
India and China the quantity had been increased, no doubt, 
induced, by the free-trade measures which had been 
adopted in this countiy. When Mr. Huskisson first in- 
troduced the doctrine of free trade, the duties upon silk 
were very high. Mr. Huskisson began with introducing 
foreign manufactured silks, the duty upon which had 
been prohibitory. At the same time it was impossible to 
prevent people from using silk. The Indian bandanna 
handkerchiefs were much in favour, and were smuggled into the country in various ways. One way was to de- 
posit them in loaves of bread, which were thrown 
overboard to the boats. It was impossible to prevent the 
smuggling, and, therefore, it occurred to Mr. Huskisson 
that the revenue might be increased by admitting silks 
at a lower rate of duty. Those duties had been as high as 30 per cent., and whilst the duties remained at that 
high rate the imports of manufactured silks were very small indeed ; but when Sir Robert Peel reduced them 
from SO per cent, to 16 per cent, there was a considerable 
increase in the imports. The duties were subsequently further reduced, and now that they were entirely abolished 
no doubt there would be large importations of silk from 
all parts of the world. But he considered the importation of raw silk was more particularly affected by the measures 
of free trade, because we could manufacture silk in this « 
country so largely that we stood more in need of the raw 
material than we did of the manufactured article. The 
increase in the importation of raw silk during the last 
thirty years had been very extraordinary. From India 
large quantities had been received, and as the producta of 
that country became better known, and the means of com- 
munication there were improved, no doubt still larger 
quantities of silk would be received. Silk would always find a ready market, and no doubt the Italians would find 
it to their benefit to promote the growth of a product for 
which their climate was so well adapted. The Chairman remarked that there was a process, he 
believed of French origination, which obtained in this 
countiy, and which was called " conditioning" the silk. 
He saw present a gentleman connected with a film by whom he believed that process was employed, and he 
should be glad if he would inform the meeting as to the 
influence of that process upon the silk trade in England, more particularly in the treatment of Italian silk. 

Mr. Chabot (responding to the invitation of the Chair- 
man) said the process alluded to had been introduced 
since the Exhibition of 1861, and was largely used abroad, and but slightly in this country. The object was to as- 
certain the amount of moisture which the silk contained. 
Silk absorbed a great deal of moisture, the exact percen- 
tage of which it was of great consequence to the merchant 
and manufacturer to ascertain, for it was frequently the 
case that when a merchant sold his silk, the manufacturer 
found it had lost more weight than was expected, which 
sometimes led to a suspicion of fraud, and to a great deal 
of unpleasantness, until some proper understanding on the 
subject was arrived at. By the process of conditioning, the 
absolute weight of the silk was ascertained, a heat above 
boiling point being employed to drive off all the moisture. 
By experiments made in Lyons, it had been discovered 
that silk in an absolutely diy state would afterwards 

absorb from 10 to 11 pei* cent, of moisture in a few 
days. The Chairman inquired whether the ratio of moisture 
absorbed varied in different kinds of raw silk ? 

Mr. Chabot was not able to answer that question. It had been settled by the trade, that 11 per cent, should be 
added upon all silks. He believed that different kinds of 
silk would absorb differentamounts of moisture. Referring to the point alluded to by Mr. Bashford as to the amount 
of gum in silk, it had been stated by that gentleman to 
amount to about one-third. He held in his hand the 
results of long experiments on that subject, by the 
manager of the conditioning works at Lyons, which 
showed that the amount of gum varied from between 20 
and 25 per cent. - very seldom so much as 25 per cent., and frequently less than 20 per cent., and the China and 
Bengal silks contained less gum than those from Italy and 
France. Since the establishment of commercial relations 
with Japan, some silk had been received from that 
countiy, which was found to contain not more than 13 or 
14 per cent, of gum. The Chairman remarked that on a former occasion the 
Secretary favoured them with a paper explanatory of a 
loom, the invention of Mr. Bonelli, an Italian. He 
should therefore be glad to hear the opinion of any gentle- man present as to the effect which that machinery was 
likely to produce upon the manufacture of silk, and'what 
prospect there was of its employment. He believed Mr. 
Soper would be able to give them some information on 
that subject. Mr. Soper said he had no particular knowledge of the 
machine alluded to. He had the pleasure of hearing Mr. 
Foster's paper, and he thought the machine exceedingly 
pretty, which was all that could be said about it. He 
did not think that it was likely to come into practical use 
to any great extent. Passing to the subject of the effect 
of free trade measures upon the silk trade of this country, Mr. Ogilvie had alluded to the great increase in the im» 
portations of raw silk, and he had attributed that in- 
crease to the decrease of the duties on that article. He 
(Mr. Soper) had been forty years in the trade, and if he 
recollected rightly the duty upon China raw silk 
had never, during that period, been more than 3d. 
per pound. If that were correct he should like to 
know how the abolition of a duty of 3d. would 
have increased the importation of China silk into 
this countiy. Let them see what had been the effect 
of the open competition in manufactured goods. He 
thought all silk manufacturers would admit that the wages of the operatives had been reduced enormously. They would also admit that the profits of the manufacturers 
had not only been reduced but entirely extinguished. So much for the effects of free trade upon silk ! Last year we 
imported 1,060,000 lbs. of silks - that was independent of 
velvets, ribbons, and plush. In the use of fancy goods they 
might at least put £1 upon each pound of silk for wages ; and if that were true they had used foreign labour to the 
extent of £1,060,000, which ought to have been spent in 
this country, and of which the Chancellor of the Exche- 
quer would have had his share, and the remainder would 
have gone to the general benefit of commerce. The 
profits of the manufacturers would also have been spent in 
the country. If, therefore, we were to estimate the effects 
of free trade by its results upon the silk trade in this 
country, he thought no person would contend that they had 
been of a beneficial nature. 

Mr. Wm. Hawbs said the paper was a very interesting one, not only from the matter that was laid before them,, but from the practical observations it had elicited from 
the various speakers. It had been shown, in the first place, that English industry had overcome all the difficulties in- 
cidental to the growth of silk in the unfavourable climate 
of India, and it seemed probable that an important indus- 
try would be raised up there, which would result in an 
increased supply of silk from that country. That would be in itself a valuable result. Then again, Mr. Chad*- 
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wick had told them euch was the perfection of ma- 
chinery in England, that we were enabled to over- i 
còme all the disadvantages of dear labour and high 
prices, and to compete with those who reeled the 
вйк by hand in the more primitives modes adopted in 
India and China. That was another important result. 
With regard to the decline of the silk trade in Italy, three 
causes had been stated for this. In the first place the bad 
government of the country ; secondly, the high duties ; 
and thirdly, the enormous number of feast days and holi- 
days had be^n great drawbacks to the silk industry. With 
reference to the last- mentioned cause, the same remarks ap- 
plied to other countries than Italy. In Spain a friend of his 
had attempted to establish a smelting establishment, but 
owing to the frequency of the public holidays, the opera- 
tions were so often suspended that the works could not 
be carried on with commercial success. In Spain, as in 
Italy, these holidays were imposed by the religion they 
professed. In this country, without one of these causes to 
interfere with it, the industry of the silk trade had 
flourished. It was true we employed more silk goods than was the case before free trade was introduced. 
But what was the state of things in 1852, when 
Mr. Huskisson first inaugurated free-trade doctrines? 
There was a high duty on silk manufactures, but the 
smugglers baffled the Custom-house officers, and brought 
in silk at a lower price than the duty imposed. Did the 
gentleman who spoke last wish to go back to that 
period? to put a high duty upon foreign silks, and raise 
up an army of smugglers to defeat the politician and the 
revenue officer in order to supply the people with that 
which they were determined to have at the lowest rate ? 
He thought we had adopted the correct policy, and it was 
not right to say, because we imported so many thousand 
pounds worth of silk, that, therefore, we displaced that 
amount of labour in the home market. The true political 
economy was that if we imported £1,000,000 worth of 
вйк, we exported the same value in articles which we 
could produce at a cheaper rate than other countries. 
With such views as were generally held there, he could 
hardly imagine any one would stand up as the advocate of 
a retrograde movement, and go back to those high duties 
which had no doubt been correctly assigned as one of the 
principal causes of the decline of an industry in a country 
which had every natural advantage for its prosperity, and 
which the author of the paper believed, when the ob- 
structing causes alluded to were removed, would again 
become as successful in the silk trade as it was in former 
times. 

Mr. Soper said he had been asked by the gentleman 
who had just sat down, whether he wished to go back 
again to the days of high import duties and the fostering 
of smuggling ? li smuggling had been made felony, and 
the offence expiated on the treadmill, there would no 
doubt have been less of it. The argument of Mr. Hawes 
was, that if we took the produce of other countries, they 
would take, our manufacturers in return; but mark the 
system which was pursued in France! We took every- 
thing of theirs duty free, but did they take our cottons 
duty free ? Seeing the effects produced by free-trade in 
silk in this country, was it likely the French would allow 
the same to take place with respect to their cotton 
trade? 

Mr. Chadwick remarked, that the most prosperous 
period in the history of the silk trade in England, was 
when it was perfectly free - about two centuries ago. 

The Chairman said they might now proceed to the 
pleasant duty of passing a vote of thanks to Mr. Wink- 
worth for the great care, study, and attention he had 
brought to bear upon this subject. It was obviously one 
which had technical, and therefore limited interests ; but 
H was to be remarked that oftentimes in proportion to 
the naiTowness of the interest was its depth. When it 
was a subject of a general bearing, multitudes were ready 
to speak upon it, but this resulted in little practical 

use. He thought what had been said that evening was 
i so eminently piactical that it could not háve been other- 
wise than gratifying to his friend Mr. Winkworth to see 
that a paper which had been addressed to a somewhat 
limited interest had been taken as a basis for a most 
important and interesting discussion. He had intended 
to have offered a few remarks upon the past of the eilk 
trade in Italy, but their attention had been so much better 
occupied by the practical matters which had been dis- 
cussed, that he had forborne to to so. 

The vote of thanks having been passed, 
Mr. Winkworth said he felt flattered by the way in 

which the meeting had received the proposition of his 
friend in the chair. He could not, of course, shut his 
eyes to the fact that the subject he had to dilate upon was 
one not likely to attract very general attention. Never- 
theless, it was one of great importance, and the fact that 
they had heard various portions of it commented upon, 
implied that it was not entirely devoid of interest. His 
friend having ruled that the question of free-trade was 
not legitimately before the meeting, and the view which 
he (Mr. Winkworth) took of it having been anticipated 
by Mr Hawes, it would seem to be superfluous to say 
another word upon it ; but as his friend Mr. Soper had 
somewhat misapprehended the real state of the question, 
perhaps he might be permitted, in two or three 
words, to put that gentleman and the meeting right. 
The fact was, since there had been an approximation to 
free-trade in silk- because it was not entirely free 
till the late commercial treaty was concluded- the trade 
flourished veiy largely, taking imports as a criterion. 
The importations of the raw material had been^ in- 
creased five-fold ; and if we had imported five times 
the quantity of silk, it was obvious that five times 
the number of people must have been employed in 
the manufacture ; therefore to that extent, whatever it 
might be, and however it might have affected individual 
manufacturers, the country at large must have been 
benefited. The present condition of our silk trade, , as 
well as ofthat of cotton, was exceptional, and had arisen 
partly from the sudden relaxation of all duties upon 
silk, but principally from the trade with America being 
partially closed. He had found that both in Italy and 
France they attributed the badness of trade to the 
condition which the state of things on the other side of 
the Atlantic had produced. 

The Secretary announced that on Wednes- 
day evening, May 14th, a paper by Mr. John 
Arthur Phillips, " On Gold Mining and the Gold 
Discoveries made since 1351," would be read. 

MACHINE FOR CUTTING OVALS. 
A simple machine for this purpose has been invented 

by Mr. Robert McAllister. In a letter dated Island- bridge 
near Dublin, he says : - 

" The instrument consists merely of a board with 
two or three mahogany bare with pivots, and a cutting 
tool, of simple construction, for cutting out the ovals in 
card or wood. I annex a diagram. 

"a is a fixed centre, round which the point b revolves ; 
с is a parallel slide, moving in the centre line h h ; d is a 
point in a connecting bar joining the points be; /parallel 
sliding plane ; g the board. 

" Now, if the point b be made to revolve round its centre 
a (the point с also in motion), any point, say d in the con- 
necting bar, will describe an ellipse e , whose major axis is 
equal to the distance b 6, and whose minor axis is equal 
t odd. I háve not seen this problem in any geometrical 
work. As a draughtsman I find the instrument of very great 
ветасе. It sake well for making moulds of concentric 
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ellipses, which can be made from one inch to twelve I 
inches in length, or longer if necessary." 

fome ®тмрп&ш.  ♦  
ELASTIC GUMS. 

Sib, - I should have earlier replied to Mr. Charles Han- 
cock's letter, published in your Journal of April 18th, but 
I waited for an answer to an inquiry addressed to him in re- 
ference to the communication by Dr. Ure, on the subject of oxydised oil. 1 had searched the Mechanics1 Magazine from the year 1840 to 1843, in order to find the publica- tion thereof, but without success ; and now, applying to 
Mr. Hancock for a more specific date, I am informed by him that 44 he is not aware if it was inserted in the maga- zine or not." 

Mr. Charles Hancock obtained a patent in 1842 for " certain improvements in printing cotton, wool, &c.," in which he claims the printing of fabrics with highly- boiled oil combined with pigments, and this being the 
date named in his letter, was, I presume, the result of 
his experiments on this subject. 
Anyone interested in the matter will at once perceive the 

wide difference between this and my own claim in the 
patent, granted to me in 1860, for 44 Improvements iathe 
manufacture of varnish, and in treating oils, and in the 
application of products obtained therefrom," and which 
will be found to be a " New substance analogous to the 
elastic and pliable gums." Mr. Hancock does not furnish the date when he made 
this experiment on this material as an insulator. His 
opinion of its merits is valued by me, and I do not 
think he will deny that this application also of oxydised 

oil, either alone or in combination with other gums or 
resins, as claimed in my patent of November, 1860, for 44 Improvements in insulating telegraphic conductors," 
was also new at the date thereof. 

It will give me pleasure at all times, while pursuing 
my experiments, to have, under proper arrangements, the 
co-operation of any who have had so much experience in 
the treatment and use of elastic and pliable gums. 
I beg to thank Mr. Charles Hancock for the correction 

of an error made most inadvertently by me in the paper 
1 had the honour to read before your Society on the 2nd 
of April. I should be very sorry intentionally to detract from, or 
improperly attribute, the credit due to anyone - either 
for the publication of valuable information or the dis- 
covery of interesting and useful improvements in any 
branch of manufacture. 1 am, &c., 

FREDERICK WALTON. 
British Grove Works, Chiswick, April, 23rd, 1862. 

ImtiMngs if Institutions.  Ф  
Bubnley Mechanics' Institution. - The report for the 

year 1861 says that since the removal of the Institution to 
the new building its progress has been remarkable. At 
the time of removal in the year 1855, the number of 
members on the books was 220, at the close of 1862 the 
number reached 681, while since the removal, the several 
departments of the Institution have been rendered more 
efficient and complete. The year 1861 may be regarded 
as exceptional. The rapid and continuous increase of 
members which has of late distinguished this Institution, 
has, during the past year, been interrupted. The number 
of members on the register for the last quarter of 1861, 
was 666, showing a decrease for the year of 15. The 
directors however are confident that the diminished list 
of members has not been caused by diminished interest in 
the Institution, but solely by the depression of the great 
staple manufacture of this district, and from an apprehen- 
sion of its continuance. The evening classes during the 
year 1861 have been conducted with more than usual 
success. The number of members on the class registers 
for the quarter commencing October last, is 345, compris- 
ing 218 males and 127 females, the average attendance 
being greater and the progress of the scholars more decided 
than at any former period. It is gratifying to report that 
many members have been so eager to resume their duties 
that the directors have found it necessary to open the 
classes this season a month earlier than usual. The pro- 
ficiency which many of the members have attained will 
be best understojd by stating, - that to 5, certificates have 
been awarded by the Society of Arts, - that the Council of 
the Lancashire ai.d Cheshire Association of Mechanics' 
Institutes have awarded to three of the members of this 
Institution, certificates of the first class, and to one of 
them, Robert Brown, in addition, for a prize essay, an 
award of £2, the gift of the Earl of Ellesmere ; to four mem- 
bers, certificates of the second class, and to one of them, 
Elizabeth Whitaker, a prize of £1, for a paper on domestic, 
econcmy and household accounts ; to five members, certi- 
ficates of the third class, and to six members honourable 
mention, - and that at the last examination of the East 
Lancashire Union, the Members of the Burnley Mechanics' 
Institution won the chief honours. The book prizes pre- 
sented at the annual soirée were not awarded for profi- 
ciency, but for perseverance. The prizes given at this In- 
stitution are intended to encourage members of humble 
as well as of advanced attainments who distinguish them- 
selves by industry and improvement. The Rev. J . Binnsy 
M.A., one of her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools, thus 
reports : - 44 The night schools in connection with the 
Burnley Mechanics' Institution continue to be conducted 
with great energy and success. The teachers, 12 males 
and three females, are actively engaged in their several 
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departments. The highest class of male scholars in addi- 
tion to the usual subjects, have, during the past year, 
applied themselves to grammatical analysis and mathe- 
matics with satisfactory results. There is a local School 
of Art which receives due support. The female students 
are regularly instructed in needlework, and their progress in other subjects appears to be sound and efficient." The 
course of instruction in the female classes at present in- 
cludes, reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar, composi- 
tion, geography, domestic economy, plain and fancy 
needlework, and cutting out ; in the male classes, reading, 
writing, arithmetic, book keeping, mathematics, grammar, 
composition, geography, elocution, drawing, chemistry, 
and vocal music. It is deemed advisable still further to 
enlarge the library previously to placing the new catalogue in the printer's hands. A selection of 333 vols, of mis- 
cellaneous literature has been purchased at a cost of 
£64 17s. 9d., which, with six vols, that have been pre- 
sented, has increased the number of volumes to 4,212. 
The number of books issued from the library during the 
year is 6,330, a fair proportion of them being of a usual 
and instructive description ; the issue of reviews, maga- 
zines, and periodicals, amounts to 662, and the volumes 
circulated by the book club to 205. The new catalogue 
is now printed, and that it may be within reach of every 
member of the Institution, the price has been fixed at the 
small sum of 6d. a copy. The present derangement of 
commerce, which may be ascribed principally to the 
disastrous civil war now raging in America, has rendered 
early intelligence, both foreign and domestic, highly im- 
portant to commercial men. The directora have there- 
fore effected an arrangement for the supply by telegraph 
of morning, midday, and evening expresses of leading news to the Exchange. These expresses commenced on 
the 1st of September last, and are furnished at the annual 
charge of £13, in addition to the previous charges for 
market reports. Several desirable improvements, both in 
the Exchange and the Institution, might be enumerated, 
the directors, however, with the limited means at their 
command, can only gradually carry out such as appear the 
most urgent. The financial statement for the year shows 
that the expenditure has been £621 12s. 3d., and that the 
-balance due to the treasurer is £50 16s. 7d. The excess 
of payments is certainly greater than was anticipated, but 
the entire debt is considerably below the large extra 
amount expended on the catalogue and the library. 

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK. 
Mon  Entomological, 7. British Architects, 8. Annual Meeting. Geologists' Association, 7. Mr. George E. Roberts, "On 

Bone-beds : their Position in Sedimentary Strata, and 
Probable Origin." Royal Inst., 2. General Monthly Meeting. Royal United Service Inst., 8^. Mr. John Latham, "On the Shape of Sword Blades." 

Tubs. ...Civil Engineers, 8. 1. Continuation of the Paper by Mr. 
John Paton, " On the Sea-dykes of Slesvig and Holstein, and Reclamation of Land from the Sea." 2. Mr. James 
Oldham, " On Reclaiming Lands from Seas and Estua- 
ries." 3. Mr. J. H. Muller, " On the Reclamation of Land from Seas and Estuaries." 

Pathological, 8. 
Photographic, 8. 
Ethnological, 8. 1. Mr. John Crawfurd, President, " On 
Commixture of Races of Man in Europe." 2. Dr. Shortt, " Notes on Strength and Weight of the Europeans and 
Asiatics." 3. Mr. Charles Carter Blake, " On some Peru- 
vian Shells." Architectural Museum, South Kensington, 8. Mr. W. 
Burges, " On the Various Systems of Coloured Decoration 
of the Middle Ages." Royal Inst., 4. Mr. C. T. Newton, " On Ancient Art." 

Wed. .. Geological, 8. - 
Royal Soc. of Literature, 8$. 
Society of Arts. Conversazione at the South Kensington Museum. Thürs... Royal, 8¿. Antiquaries, 8|. Philological, 8. 
Royal Society Club, 6. 
Royal Inst., 3. Dr. Lyon Playfàir, " On the Progress of Che- 
mical Arte, 1851-62." 

Fei  Astronomical, 8. 
Royal Inst., 8. Mr. WrFairbairn, F.R.S., " Resisting Pro- 
perties of Iron." 
Royal United Service Inst., 3. General Van den Burgb, " A description of a New Field Gun for projecting a Group or Cluster of Shot, with a brief consideration of its value as a Military Weapon." Sat  Royal Botanic, 3. 
Royal Inst., 3. Prof. Anderson, M.D., " On Agricultural Chemistry." 

PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT. 
 Ф  

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS AND PROTECTION ALLOWED. 
[/Vom Gazette , April 25th, 1862.3 

Dated lAth January , 1862. 107. S. W. Marsh, Washington, U.S. - Imp. in breech-loading fire- arms. 
Dated 21 st March , 1862. 782. D. E. Siebe, Mason-strset, Lambeth- Imp. in machinery or 

apparatus for refrigerating or producing cold, part of which 
imp. are applicable also to other purposes. 7Š4. W. J. Curtis, 13, Tufnell-park-road, Holloway - An apparatus to ascertain and point out the fares and earnings or receipts of public vehicles and their conductors. 

Dated 3lst March , 1862. 899. L. B. Schmolle, Upper John-street, Golden-square - Imp. in 
the construction of crinolines or steel skirts. 

Dated 2nd April , 1862. 923. G. Holcroft, Manchester - Imp. in the construction of blast fur- 
naces. 935. W. Leopard, Hurstpierpoint, Sussex- Imp. in railway brake 
apparatus. Dated 3rd April , 1862. 937. G. Rebour. 15, Passage des Petites Ecuries, Paris - A perma- nent autographic log, serving to measure, and, if needed, to 
retrace graphically the swiftness and sailing of a ship, the 
rapidity of streams, and the propelling of rising and ebbing tides. 941. J. Newton, 5, Montpellier-road, Rye-lane, Peckham - Imp. in 
the construction of breakwaters, piers, and sea walls. 

943. R. M. Toogood and J. Laybourne, Newport - " The Isca Foundry 
Company," for the invention of " an improvement in railway 
crossings. 945. M. Amos, Westbury-on-Trym, Gloucestershire- Imp. in 
harrows. 949. W. A. Richards. Chester-cottage, Cornwall-place, Holloway- 
Imp. in the manufacture of bags, and in fastenings and locks 
for bags, parts of the invention being also applicable to 
purses, cigar cases, reticules, and other similar articles. 

Dated 4th April , 1862. 951. J. F. Woodall, 28, Orchard -street, Portman -square - Imp. in 
ventilating carriages for common roads. 

953. F. Spencer, Pendleton, Lancashire - Certain imps, in looms for 
weaving. 954. W. Ryder, Bolton- le-Moors - Imp. in the construction of ma- 
chines for forging metals. 

955. F. C. Bakéwell, 6, Haverstock-terrace, Hampstead - Imp. in 
letter printing machines. (A com.) 957. L. Lindley and F. Taylor, Melbourne -street, Mansfield-road, and Comyn-street, Nottingham - Imp. in sewing and em- 
broidering machines. 959. G. Moulton, Manchester - Imp. in pentagraph machines used, 
for tracing or engraving rollers or cylinders employed in 
printing calicoes and other surfaces. 

961. A. J. Hale, William-street, Margaret-street, Clerkenwell- 
Imp. in instruments for drawing ovals. 

963. S. Fielding, S. Fielding, jun., R. Fielding, and T. Fielding, 
Smallbridge, near Rochdale - Imp. in valves and in apparatus for lubricating the same and other parts of steam engines. 965. J. Sceales, Lloyd's- Imp. in steering ships. 966. W. E. Newton, 66, Chancery-lane - Imp. in the manufacture 
of iron and steel. (A com.) 967. W. E. Newton, 66, Chancery-lane - Imp. in pumps for ships1 use and other purposes. (A com.) 969. J. Nock and W. K. Price, Birmingham - An imp. or imps, in 
gas cooking ranges. 

Dated 5 th April , 1862. 973. H. J. Simlick, Baker's Arms-gardens, Wellington- row, Beth- 
nal -green - Imp. in the manufacture of vesuviane or cigar 
lights. 975. A. Clark, Gate-street, Lincoln's-inn-fields - Imp. in the manu- 
facture of revolving window shutters and blinds, in window 
sash bars and plates, also in apparatus used in such manu- 
factures. 976. L. Faconnct, 52, Rue du Transit Yaugirard, Paris- Anew kind: 
of tiles. 977. R. A. Kobitzsch, Bucharest, in Wallachia - Imp. in diving 
apparatus, and apparatus to be used for working in deep, water. 
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Dated 1th April , 1862. 081. T. Smith, Saiford- Imp. in machinery for catting and shaping screw bolts and other articles. 
«83. A. Harris, Birmingham - An imp. or imps, in ťhe mamifacture of gun barrels. 986. W. N. Nicholson, Newark, Nottinghamshire - Imp. in ranges and stoves. 
987. T. Jackson, Orchard-street, Portman-square - Imp. in piano- fortes. 

Dated sth April, 1862. 
991. J. Brown, Aldgate - Imp. in protecting the bottoms and sides of ships and other entirely or partially submerged surfaces. •996. The Hon. W. E. Fitzmaurice, 12, Hyde-park Gate- An im- 

proved construction of plating for ships, batteries, and other structures used for war or other purposes. 997. F. W. Brearey, 53, Cornhill - Imp. in medicated cups or vessels for drinking purposes. 1003. J. Lawson, Foundry, Leeds - Imp. in balling cotton and thread. 
(A com.) 1005. T. Cobley and J. Wright, 42, Bridge-street, Blackfriars - Imp. in the method of, and the apparatus for, treating auriferous and argentiferous minerals and ores for the purpose of extract- 
ing and separating the gold and silver from the other metals, minerals, and substances combined therewith, also in the method of treating the various residues resulting therefrom, and in the utilization, application, and use of the said resi- dues when so treated. 

Dated 9 th April , 1862. f0O7. J. E. H. Andrew, Audenshaw, L ancashire- Imp . in looms for 
weaving. 1009. G. Hollinshed, Saiford, near Manchester - Imp. in sandwich • cases and similar articles. 

Í011. W. Taylor, Oldham- Certain imp. in machinery or apparatus for preparing and spinning cotton or other fibrous materials. 
1016. C. Mather, Willow Bank, Brompton, near Manchester - Imp. in 

spittoons. 1017. W. E. Newton, 66, Chancery-lane - An improved apparatus for 
raising and forcing water and other liquids (A com.) 1019. R. Theyson, Hanover - Imp. in cork cutting machinery. 

Dated 10 th April , 1862. ÍD20. E. Funnell, 54, East-street, Brighton - An improved self-acting indicator signal for railways. Í025. A. Black, Banbridge, Ireland - Imp. in swing bridges adapted for crossing lines of railways and other ways. 1027. Captain C. P. Coles, Southsea, R.N. - Imp. in masts for ships. 1029. L. Christoph, Paris, W. Hawksworth, Linlithgow, N.B., and P. Harding, Paris - Imp. in drawing metals, and in the ma- 
chinery or apparatus employed therein. 

1031. J. Piatt, Oldham, and W. Richardson and W. Holland, Saiford - Imp. in carding engines. 1033. G. Bürge, Albert-road, Regenťs-park - An improved means of protecting forts, ships, and other structures and places against projectiles and other striking bodies. Î035. O. Reynolds, Debach, near Woodbridge, Suffolk - Imp. in 
building ships and other vessels. 1037. W. Fox, Amiens, France- Imp. in the manufacture of brooms and brushes. 

Dated 1 1th April , 1862. 1039. H. Holland, Birmingham - Imp. in manufacturing the stretcher 
joints of umbrellas and parasols. 1040. J. /Г. Grice, Birmingham - Imp. in the manufacture of twisted metallic tubes. 1042. J. Garnett, Windermere, Westmoreland - Imp. in apparatus for 
washing photographic pictures. 1044. J. F. Mathias, 22, Rue de Chalons, Paris- An apparatus for pressing and ironing straw hats of any shape or form. 1045. F. Rigollot, 15, Passage des Petites Ecuries, Paris - Imp. in 
machinery or apparatus for manufacturing riveting pegs for boots and shoes and other pins or pegs. 1046. J. M. Landmann, Ste. Croix- Imp. in hydraulic engines. 1047. T. K. J. Houghton, W. Knowles, and W. Houghton, Gomersal, Yorkshire - Imp. in looms for weaving. 1048. E. Butterworth, Calder- cottage, near Rochdale - Imp. in ma- 
chinery for applying adhesive substances to preserve the form of cops of yarn. 

1049. W. Clark, 63, Chancery-lane- Imp. in the manufacture of 
leathern accoutrements. (A com.) 1050. W. Bush, Tower-hill - Imp. in the construction of ships and 
shields. 1053. I. Whitesmith, Glasgow- Imp. in power looms, and in pirn 
winding apparatus. 

Dated 12 th April , 1862. 1055. N. Nussey, Holbeck, near Leeds - Imp. in machinery or appa- ratus for preparing and combing wool, flax, hair, cotton* silk, and other fibrous materials. 1056. E. Bollee, Le Mans, France - A new hydraulic rain. 1057. A. Sweet, Hampstead-road - Certain imp. in locks and latches. 
1058. E. Drewett, Blackheath - Imp. in bottles and other vessels 

whereby to separate and retain sediment from their contents. 1059. A. S. Campbell, Hampstead- Imp. in surface condensers. 1060. A. S. Campbell^ Hampstead- Imp . in the refrigeration of 
liquids. 

Dated. 14 th April , 1862. 1061. J. Park, Bury - Certain imp. in or applicable to steam engines. 1062. E. Peyton and W. F. Bathe, Birmingham - Imp. in angle iron, applicable to metallic bedsteads, roofs, bridges, and other similar purposes. 
Patents Sealed. 

[From Gazette , April 25th, 1862.] 
April 25 th. 2744. R. Mushet. 2691. W. Taylor. 2761. G. Evans. 2693. G. Hutton. 2804. H. Montucci. 2702. J. Watt and T. S. Havi- 2824. W. Clark. side. 2837. G. Davies. 2708. W. H. Furlonge. 2850. W. Clark. 2711. J. Eftglesfield. 2949. E. A. Rouviere. 27 12. J. S. Jackson. 29-73. G. Bottomley. 2714, J. Hayward. 2996. S. Amphlet. 2716. J. H. Johnson. 3001. S. A. Carpenter. 2735. G. Hölcroft. 3015. E. Tyer. 

[From Gazette , April 29/Л, 1862.] April 2Ш. 2792. J. Walmsley. 2726. E. de Basaano and A. Ban- 2830. J. J. Shedlock. denne. 2862. A. E. Carter and T. Hack. 2742. J. Higgins and T. S. Whit- 2869. M. WigzelL worth. 2870. R. Heath. 2752. J. S. Brooke. 2884. M. Gibson. 2753. A. F. Yarrow and J. B. 2972» C. Stevens. Hilditch. 3078. C. F. Yarley. 2754. J. C. Wilson. 3270. W. E. Newton. 2757. J. French. 99. J. G. Marshall. 2759. S. Osborne. 111. J. G. Marshall. 2763. T. Spencer & T. Robinson. 206. S. A. Carpenter. 2770. W. T. Weston. 225. G. J. N. de Ridder 2772. R. Wilson. 275. F. W. Daehne. 2776. C.F.Hayes. 302. E.F.Smith & T.Swinnerton. 2778. R. A. Brooman. 357. J. H. Johnson. 27Ö8. W. Ramsell. 396. S. В. Wh tfield. 

Patents on which the Stamp Dutt or £50 has been Paid. 
i [From Gazette , April 29 th, 1862.] 

April 22nd. 1065. C. Randolph and J. Elder. 1052. J. Marshall, jun. April 26 th. 
April 23rd. 1062. Sir T. T. Grant. 1040. W. Warne, J. A.Fanshawe, 1074. A.Boyle. J. A. Jaques, and T. 1082. W. Winstanley & J. Kelly. Galpin. 1120. J. G. Willans. 
April 25 th. 1051. J. H. Johnson. 

Patents on which the Stamp Dutt of £100 has been Paid. 
[From Gazette, April 29 th, 1862.] 

I 
979. W. and Banks, April 

J. Banks. 
25 H. th. 979. W. Banks, H. Hampson, and J. Banks. 

LIST OF DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITÏ REGISTERED. 
No. in the Date of Title- Name. Addreee. Register. Registration. | 

(The Prize self-acting Ventilator, de- 1 H Frani,is BamfVlde Mac- V ~ 4465 April 15. < signed for the introduction of Pure I H ' Frani,is г BamfVlde 
 E Mac- V í Colchester. ~ 

( Air, without sensible draught ... j '  J 
4466 „ 17. Miniature Billiard Table and Stand  Richard Stevens  29 and 30, Hungerfbrd-market, W.C. 4467 „ 22. Instantaneous Photographic Shutter  Wm. White Rouch  180, Strand, W.C. 4468 „ 24. Egg Frame with Warmer ...  Wm. Spurrier  ... Birmingham. 
4469 „ 25. AlfredJohnMarriott  237, Oxford-street, W. 
4470 „ „ Harmozon Corset  Aaron Solomons  Old Change, E.C. 
44 11 „ M. PS" *.!1ЫМ:С?Г} John Melchior Hagenbuck ... {'XÂÏnI.3'0' 4472 „ 30. Pillar Foot Lathe  Thos. H. Small & John Smell. 19, Great Marlborough-street, W. 4473 „ „ Anti- crib Biting Muzzle for Horses  Robt. Cuff & Christopher Cuff. 18, Cockspur-street, S.W. 
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